Awareness is hey in rape prevention
By Mike McGuire
Rape can happen anywhere. It happens during the day as much as it
does at night 50 percent of them occur during the day. Rapes don’t always
happen to people walking streets in the "bad" part of town either 50 percent occur in the victim’s home.
San Jose State suffered a series of rapes in 1977. However, with the installation of the "blue-light" emergency phones and the initiation of the
Evening Guide program, the campus has not had a reported rape in the last
two years, said Teri Edel, University Police officer.
Edel has been running several seminars on sexual assault awareness
and prevention. Edel was assisted by Jackie Read, director of the Valley
Rape Crisis Center at a recent seminar.
There are different ways a person can react in this situation.
First, victims can have their minds go completely blank because of
panic and not react at all.
The second reaction would be to panic for a split second, then use the
panic and turn it upon the rapist. She said this could involve looking for the
nearest escape route the victim has or checking to see what wea pore: the vic-

tim has at their disposal, such as tiirgerriails, elbows, or knees, not just guns
or knives. "Fighting is a viable option."
Read gave several possible ways that a person could inflict pain on an
attacker: scratching the eyes, smashing down on the attacker’s instep, or
raking his shins.
"The most vulnerable parts on the attacker’s body are the eyes, the ears
and the throat," Read said.
Read emphasized these active techniques are meant to gain time. She
said the goal is not to stand over the rapist and gloat, but to simply gain time
to run away.
When faced with an armed rapist, choose passive resistance and try to
talk the rapist into putting the gun down, they advised.
"At some point during the attack, he is going to put the weapon down,"
Read said. "And at the moment you seem to be the most vulnerable to him,
he is actually the most vulnerable to you." Read said less than 40 percent of
the rapes nationwide involve weapons.
"The most important thing to remember about weapons is that they can
be used against you," Edel said. "In most cases, the person who is attacking
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Roy Young
to give up
dept. chair

Noon Toons Moon

By David Berkowitz
Roy Young leaned back in his chair, clasped his hands firmly behind his
head, and surveyed the office he has managed since 1972. Slowly, his eyes
turned toward the ceiling and closed.
Job burnout has finally taken its toll on the 57-year-old political science
department chairman. After more than II years in that post, Young announced Tuesday his intention to resign early. His term of office runs out in
Fall 1984, but he plans to officially step down by next spring.
"The worse thing for politicians and administrators is to stay too long,"
Young said, leaning back a little further and opening his eyes. "I guess I’ve
become frustrated."
Young said when he first took over the position from Robert Sasseen, he
thought he could make a good deal of change within the department.
"It was something I hadn’t done and I thought I could change things I
was dissatisfied with," he said.
However, after reality set in, he realized the SJSU administrative structure "tied my hands" from doing what he felt important. Young said he used
to find this a challenge but lately it had become a burden.
"I think he’s just tired of the whole thing." Professor Bill McCraw said.
Young criticized the way administrators, including department chairmen,
are selected for those posts, saying those positions should not be awarded on
the basis of teaching ability and published research.
"I don’t think academic types know how to manage very well," Young
said of the SJSU system he has dealt with during his tenure. "Writing four
books does not qualify a person for administrative work."
Already, two possible replacements have stepped forward to fill the veteran chairman’s shoes, professors Larry Gerston and John Wettergreen.

Jeff Pettit twirls his concubine called "Zombie of love.- The Toons show yesterday at noon in the SU amphitheater titillated the gasping throng.

Charges dismissed against
two Theta Chi members
for ’disturbing the peace’
By Keith Hodgin
Charges of disturbing the peace
against two SJSU fraternity members were dismissed Monday by the
Santa Clara County district attorney’s office.
The charges were dropped for
"insufficiency of evidence," according to James Mantell, the deputy
district attorney prosecuting the
case.
Theta Chi members Bill Schivell, 22, and Paul McVay 21, were
arrested last Oct. 4 after police
broke up a serenade by the Delta
Zeta sorority. Sorority members
were serenading the fraternity at
123 S. 11th St. when police arrived in
response to neighbor’s complaints of
loud noise.
"The D.A. never had a case, he
was faking the whole thing," Schiveil said.
Schivell, vice president of Theta
Chi at the time of his arrest, and

Weather
I.

It will be sunny today and
less windy, according to the National Weather Service. Temperatures will be in the upper Ms
a lid low 70s.

McVay still live in the fraternity
house.
Schivell said Mantell wanted
them to plead "no contest" to an infraction of disturbing the peace as
part of a plea barginning deal. Both
were pleading innocent to charges of
disturbing the peace, a misdemeanor.
Schivell and McVay were defended by Schivell’s grandfather, attorney Arthur Schivell. They both
pleaded innocent to the charge.
Mantell said the charges were
dropped because numerous defense
motions lengthened the time it took
to bring the case to trial, and the difficulty of convincing a jury beyond a
reasonable doubt that two "clean
cut looking kids" were guilty.
However, Mantell said the
length of time it took to bring the
case to trial was "just about right,"
and most of the cases he is currently
working on have taken about the

same amount of time.
Ironically, the younger Schivell
was also displeased with having to
wait so long to go to trial.
He said he missed several
classes because all nine of his court
appearences fell on a Monday or
Friday, and 15 of the 17 units he is
taking this semester are on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday.
Jury selection was to begin at
Monday’s hearing, when Mantel] offered the two students one last
chance to consider pleaing to a
lesser charge. Shivell said they decided to call Mantell’s bluff, and refused to change their plea.
That is when Mantell decided to
drop the case.
Last semester 14 members of
three fraternities were either arrested or cited for disturbing the
peace or selling beer without a license. Most of the problems occured
during the open parties the fraternities hold to raise money.

Writing troubles linked
to thinking on one side
of brain, teachers say
. . . SEE PAGE 5

Steve Startheld

Gerston and Wettergreen will be quizzed about their positions by de
partment members on April 20 and the final decision on Young’s replacement will be made April 29 when the political science department holds an
election. The professor elected to the post will serve ins training mode as
contimad an page 4

REC plans may change
By Carrie Hagen
Features of the proposed Recreation and Events Center which were temporarily shelved may still be included
if interest rates remain as they are, Facilities Director
Henry Orbach told the Student Union board of directors
Tuesday.
Glen Guttormsen, director of business affairs, read
figures that were discussed with the California State University Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds at a meeting last
month. He said bonds are now being sold at 9.08 percent
interest, although the Chancellor’s Office requires that
the Rec Center estimates to be based on 12 percent interest.
If the interest rates remain low, two different actions
could be taken, he said. One would be to issue fewer bonds
"as we approach bond selling time." The other would be
to add more features to the center.
If the interest rate is less than 12 percent, each lower
interest point would save approximately $t million, Orbach said.
The total project cost of the Rec Center will be $22.8
million, Guttormsen reported, "probably the biggest single bonded project CSU has had." Cost of construction
will be approximately $16 million.

We can afford a $16 million bond issue on the basis of
the income structure that we’re talking about," Guttormsen said. "In the meantime we would also collect in the
.neighborhood of $4.83 million in fee collections."
The fee collection would be during the construction
period only, he added.
Executive Vice President J. Handel Evans said that
any private funding or savings from the program would
increase the size of the facilities.
"It will be up to next year’s board to decide where any
excess funding will go," said Matt Bogoshian, SUBOD
chairman.
Several members of SUBOD met with Reynolds two
weeks ago to discuss the Rec Center. They were accompanied by SJSU Pesident Gail Fullerton.
The reason for the meeting with the chancellor,
Evans said, was to "discuss the feasability of the project"
and set up agenda items for the main board.
"We were interested in how this would be funded and
what happens next in terms of the master plan," Evans
said.
Orbach listed the features of the proposed center for
the board: a gym with basketball, volleyball, and fencing
Caseisied on pine 7

Q :Is Steve Clarkson
optimistic about being
drafted by the NFL?
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WANOI
AT LAST

A.S. stalling on RAFT funding
Associated Students directors have been
dragging their feet for more than two
),ears about the automatic funding initiative passed by SJSU students in 1981 and
again in 1982.
The board seems reluctant to admit that
when the students voted for AFI and then the
Revised Automatic Funding Initiative they
voted to give automatic funding to seven
campus groups.
The students voiced their sentiments
about KSJS, the Independent Weekly, the radio/television center, the Music department,
the Theater Arts department, the Student
Union Art Gallery and the Spartan Daily,
clearly stating that these groups should have
the support of A.S.
Students willingly voted $2.50 of their
Fees each semester to automatically be parcelled out to the groups.
But A.S. directors have tried one way or
another to weasel their way out of giving
those student-mandated funds to the groups.
When the A.S. judiciary committee ruled
the inititative constitutional, the board told
the RAF1-funded groups to sing for their suppper at the gates of the Instructional Related
Activities (IRA) board and forget trying to
get any funds from A.S.
But IRA money goes mostly to athletics

and the groups had little hope of getting adequate or dependable funding from IRA.
Now the board wants the RAFI groups
to submit "full disclosure" financial records
along with their budget requests so the
board knows where every penny comes
from and where every penny goes.
The board’s latest scam is to claim the
automatic funding initiative is "subject to interpretation."
Budget committee chairman Barry
Probst called the RAFI vote "a guideline."
A.S. Controller Robin Sawatszky said the
vote was "strictly advisory."
Nothing is more clear and straight-forward than a mandate designating a portion
of student fees to the groups.
Students who do not wish to contribute
that portion of their fees automatically can
sign a waiver form, revoking their funding
for the RAFT groups.
The real issue is control. The board resents having 20 percent of the A.S. funds spoken for before they can get their hands on the
money.
The A.S. board and budget officials have
stalled long enough. It’s time to abide by the
wishes of the student body and release the
money that belongs, after all, to the students
themselves.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Radio stations lose individuality

Radio stations are starting to resemble suburban
tract homes. Everyone has the same set of blue prints.
The new "hip sound bombarding Bay Area eardrums is entitled "adult contemporary" and it is
quickly taking over the industry.
At one time it way easy to turn the dial and find
each with
countless numbers of different stations
their own personal style. Disc Jockeys were real people
with personalities and the shows they put_ an .rfflested
that

By Karen Sorensen
Staff Writer

Nowadays i is harder and harder to find a station
with any of these characteristics. Many stations are trading their individuality for what programming research
companies say people want to hear. Adult contemporary is one of these researched styles.
According to surveys, teenagers want hard rock,
ages 50 and over want elevator music and the baby
boom children ( ages 25 to 551 want adult contemporary.
All of these styles are found in the Bay Area, but
adult contemporary is rapidly superseding the rest.
KPEN of Mountain View, for instance, is a station
that recently changed to this style. According to Malcolm Klein, the general sales manager, adult contemporary music is for people who were "weaned on rock" but
prefer something softer. Klein dubs this group the
"super class."
These "super" people are, "well educated, discriminating, more into travel and acquisition of computers,
and have a willingness to spend and try new products,"
he said.
The problem is that many people don’t fit into this
group or any other classified group, for that matter.
People who do not fit the researched norms are just
as much a part of the community as anyone else, yet
they go unrepresented because surveys say they are a
nhinirit

Adult contemporary may well be what a majority of
the people want to hear and serving that majority is
fine, even expected. But how many new KPENs, KLHT
93s and KYUUs are needed?
Many older, unique stations are being lost to this
mass trend. Take KFAT (country) and the old KPEN
( jazz/fusion) for instance. Both of these stations had
real character. The DJs of each could program as they
wished. They made their own music selections and adlibbed to their heart’s content.
Now, most DJs are required to follow strict programming rules based on the programming research
companies.
The new KPEN uses tapes assembled by one of
these companies, Klein said. The company, TM of Dallas, puts together tapes for various markets and sends
them to stations throughout the country, he said. KPEN
modifies the tapes slightly to fit in special localized programs. The subjects of these programs include wine,
computers and other things which interest the "super
class", according to Klein.
KWSS, the new version of KFAT, plays a similiar
style of music which General Manager Palmer Pyle
calls, "contemporary mass appeal." The station does
its audience research and programming locally in this
case. said Pat Clark, production manager and DJ. But
DJs are still required to follow a set of established progra mming rules which correspond to the research.
Both KFAT and the old KPEN had what is termed a
"free-form" style. Added to their basic style of music,
each station would play a variety of other styles such as
30’s swing. This was interesting and refreshing.
At this point, few stations can be listened to for more
than one or two hours before boredom sets in.
What’s worse, it is almost impossible to find something different to relieve the boredom.
Both the old KPEN and KFAT were losing money,
according to the new general managers. Although
KFAT, "had almost a cult-like following," said Pyle, "it
just didn’t have a big enough audience. It was not your
basic money maker."
Klein said that the Bay Area is the 5th largest radio
market in the country and that here, "you can afford to
specialize" in style.
If this is true then stations should be doing that.
As it is, they are quickly losing the little character
they have left.

Student appalled
by editor s note
Editor:
I was appalled by your article
"Ads’ and news’ rocky marriage"
(March 23). Do you know anything
about advertising or the beneficial
services it renders? Do you expect
your readers to believe that your
ambitions for a career in journalism
are "the pauper’s life" and "junk
food diets"? Are you interested in
"perveying the truth" with your
bias against advertising, advertisers and all the people who benefit
from it?
I sincerely hope that Daily readers were able to see through your
unprofessional and biased editorial.
Furthermore, I hope that you will
not only apologize to your ad staff,
but learn something about what advertising is. Otherwise, you very
likely will exist on "junk food" and
become a "pauper" if you intend on
going into a career in journalism.
Michael S. Hobson
Sociology
senior

’Don’t bite the hand
that feeds you’
Editor:
Just think, Mr. Nakaso, if we
didn’t have those awful advertisements in your newspaper, we
wouldn’t be able to read your
"thought provoking" articles. You
wouldn’t have a job. I suppose the
paper could be sold at a couple dollars a copy to cover the loss of advertising revenues, but then not everyone could afford this. Fewer
people would be "enlightened" from
your news articles because fewer
people would read the paper.
Journalists are not free from
fault either. In their zest to get that
story in by deadline, the truth may

be bent and facts overlooked. In
some publications, the ads are better reading than the articles.
Don’t bite the hand that feeds
you, Mr. Nakaso. A more professional attitude would have been to
have handled this matter internally.
Cathy Wherry
Advertising
senior

Reporter, editors
deserve an ’F’
Editor:
Sart-that Statt Denipstpr’s ’
letter critizing Craig Carter’s qualifications as a music critic got
placed next to Carter’s article on
bluegrass artist Robin Flower in
Friday’s edition. It gave credence to
Dempster’s accusations.
I don’t know a lot about rock ’n’
roll, but I do know a little about folk
music and Carter’s article contained a couple of really glaring errors. For the record, Mr Carter;
Bob Dylan, Arlo Guthrie and Pete
Seeger were major influences on the
folk music popularity of the mid-sixties. Woody Guthrie was dead by
then and Bob Seger would not surface on the musical scene for a while
yet.
This leads me to question the
quality of an editorial review that allows its reporters to get away with
such slipshod research. That story
would have rated an "F" in my beginning journalism class for that
reason if nothing else.
Wesiee Howell
Public Relations
junior

Daily endorsement
unfair, subjective
Editor:
The vice presidency does not require tact. It requires intelligence,

integrity, and above all, political experience. Larry Dougherty has all of
these qualities, combined with
strength, competence, and a refreshingly independent outlook. Elections are not personality contests;
they are larger, deeper questions of
issues and ideologies. To attack Mr.
Dougherty’s character under the
flimsy guise of an editorial endorsement is unfair, subjective, and of
questionable ethics. The "editorial
staff" of the daily has long been approached (and repproached ) by several concerned, active campus
groups for its poor editing, lack of
coverage, penchant for errors, and
overall amateurishness. Why single
out one individual who dares to
question and criticize? Clearly, the
Daily has a personal vendetta
against Mr. Dougherty, most likely
due to its or at least it’s editor’s)
own closemindedness, uneven temperament, and distressingly poor
rapport with its readership.
It is fallacious to assume that
Larry Dougherty "lacks diplomacy" merely because he clashes
with the Daily’s editors, and specious logic to extrapolate from this
and conclude that he would make a
less-than-desirable V.P. San Jose
State students need a sophisticated,
confident, knowledgeable person
who can truly represent their diverse, vital issues and resolve problems in the best intersts of all concerned. Larry Dougherty is such a
person.
Denise Powell
Student Referral Center
Peer Advisor
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature, major, phone
number and class standing. The
phone number is for verification
purposes, and will not be printed.
The opinions in letters are those of
the writers, and do not necessarily
represent those of the Spartan
Daily

What drives you crazy about SJSU?
Asked at various locations around campus.

’N

It doesn’t seem very
unified. You don’t get to
know anybody very well
because the students leave
right after class. There’s
not much school spirit. It
might have to do with the
location downtown.
Carrie English
Graphic Design
junior

Parking. 1 like the
school overall but parking
is a big hassle. Even if you
live five miles away you
have to leave home 45 minutes before class to get
there on time. You spend 20
minutes looking for a parking place.
Gary Torrijos
Film
senior
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In my opinion . . .
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There aren’t any services for evening students. I
was an evening student for
two years and everything
counIs closed at night
seIng, services, advisement. I couldn’t get any
business taken care of at
night.
Jane Carmichael
Business
senior

The lines.1 absolutely
hate the lines, like at Financial Aid, registration,
parking. You wait and wait
and wait. Like at Financial
Aid when they just shut the
doors on us after 1 had been
waiting in line an hour and
a half.
Cyndie Tiemann
Behavioral Science
sophomore

It’s a commuter university. Nobody gives a
poop about anything. I’ve
been to UC Berkeley, San
Francisco State, San Diego
State, and there’s a lot
more activist spirit. People
are a lot more involved,
He re it’s fragmented.
Matt Macs
Political Science
sophomore
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Steve Clarkson was starting quarterback of the Spartan football team for
the past three years and has broken more
Spartan records than any other individual
in the school’s football history. Clarkson
spoke with Spartan Daily reporter Cheryl
Clemmons about his football career at
SJSU and his plans for a professional football career.
Q: Are you involved in any negotiations with the National Football League
(NFL) or the United States Football
League (USFL) at the present time?
A: No, nothing at this point. I broke off
negotiations with the United States Football League because the timing just isn’t
right. I haven’t been drafted by an NFL
team, so no negotiations can start. I am
presently involved in some Canadian negotiations with the Calgery Stampeders.
They wanted me to fly up, but we have to
wait until we are perfectly satisfied with
the numbers and the contract before I
would take such a trip. I don’t want to take
it during school. If I like what I hear, I’ll
take it during school break.
Coming into this draft, I always
wanted to be in a position where Steve
Clarkson was going to be so great that he
was going to go on the first day of the
draft, or so lousy that he wouldn’t have to
worry about the draft. I kind of caught my -
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Other rights
were violated
Editor:
The Daily editorial
staff seems outraged over
what they think are violations of the First Amendment by women who burn
pieces of paper. A number
of men think their rights
have been violated by
women since they can’t get
certain skin magazines at
the bookstore. Why haven’t
these champions of the Bill
of Rights said a word about
the Reagan Administration
denying Sra. Allende a visa
to a speech at Santa Clara
University or causing two
Canadian films on acid
rain to be registered with
the Justice Department as
foreign propaganda?
Ken MacKay
Professor of Meteorology
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self in between. I don’t know which way
it’s going to happen. I have sound offers in
Canada, and I could just avoid it all by
going there. So, if those offers turn out to
be to my liking, there is a possibility that I
could skip this and settle my ego later. To
me, the NFL right now at this point, other
than the money factor, is an ego thing.
Playing football, playing quarterback,
winning Superbowls
that’s ego
strictly. I can do without that at this time.
Q: Do you have a preference as to
which team you would like to eventually
play for?
A: No. Security is my only preference.
You really can’t narrow yourself that
much to say "I want to play in a certain
climate" because there’s not that many
teams out there, and the opportunity that
I’ve been blessed with is a great one and
I’m gong to take advantage of it.
Q: Would you be willing to play any
other position than quarterback?
A: I would be willing to, but I don’t
think I can. The greatest thing I have
going for me right now is lack of speed.
I’m quick, but I’m not fast. Most of the
black quarterbacks that have to change
from say quarterback to a running position
they had that great speed and
didn’t come from schools such as San Jose
State that passed the ball. The only position I could possibly play is quarterback
because of that one big factor the lack of
speed.
Q: Do you have any thoughts on why
there aren’t more black quarterbacks in
the NFL?
A: I think because of timing maybe.
Maybe they didn’t come through the
proper schools. I won’t say that’s totally it
though, but I really haven’t given it much
thought. I played the position. It’s the only
position I’ve played all my life, and I’m
going to give it my best shot. A black quarterback or any quarterback anybody
going into the professional ranks has to
be flexible. Number one, you want to
make the squad, so whatever they tell you
to play, you’ll play. That means you’ll
have a better shot at making the squad.
Fortunately for me, I feel quarterback is
the only spot I can possibly make because
I haven’t played any other position. It
wouldn’t be worth it to them to draft Steve
Clarkson at a free safety position Steve
Clarkson never played free safety. I still
have a long way to go because I’m so

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Opinion piece
draws praise

mg
is
the
ultimate
censorship.
We feel that the books
that were burned show the
traditional and historical
roles of woman through
time. These are the very
books which show why the
women’s movement came
into being. Let us not deny
our past, but let these
books be read to gain insight towards a future understanding which will enable us to be viewed as
equals. If something needs
to be said, let it be said
through the written word,
with remembrance that
"the pen is mightier than
the sword."
(’hen i Barton
Communications
junior
Laura Faravelli
Communications
junior

Editor:
I enjoyed the enthuand
cynicism
siasm,
humor of Craig Carter’s

young, and because I’ve played the position that I have. I feel that I have all the
tools to play the position it’s going to be
a great thing for me to go ahead and stick
it out and play the quarterback position. I
know when a team takes Steve Clarkson
hey they’re taking him becase they
want him to play quarterback. That’s one
thing I’m settled with.
Q: When you look back on your football career at SJSU, are there any particularly memorable games?
A: The losses. Any loss stands out in
my mind, especially like Las Vegas the
California Bowl still eats me up, and the
Fresno and Long Beach games this past
year. Any time we lose, those are the ones
that stand out. I never really remember
the ones we win. I started playing football
in the seventh grade, and from that time
all the way through high school, I only lost
one game, so until I came to San Jose
State, I wasn’t accustomed to losing. Naturally, losing at this level eats me up more
than anything else. I always think about if
I had done this or that at a certain time,
we could have won a game. But, what if is
a big question and it happened. The games
are over, and those are the games that still
eat me up. I have a hard time getting
peace of mind thinking about certain
losses that we had this past year or
throughout my career here.
Q: Do you feel you have been in John
Elway’s shadow or compared with him
too much?
A: No, not really. I know what it’s like
for him, and it’s not what its cracked up to
be. It’s a tiring life because he’s being
asked the question, "Hey John, are you
going to play football or baseball?" That’s
been the topic. I feel John deserves everything he’s gotten at Stanford because he’s
a great ball player. Here at San Jose
State, I feel that I deserve everything I’ve
I wouldn’t ask for any more, I
gotten
don’t need any more. As far as comparing
John and myself as quarterbacks, I think
we’re totally two different quarterbacks.
We come from different backgrounds, everything we do is different. Therefore,
there is no comparisons as far as I’m concerned

article, "Push SJSU into
the Ivy League," which appeared in the March 21
issue of the Spartan Daily.
Marvin Snowbarger
Economics
instructor

Editor:
In regard to the book
burning which took place
during the opening of
Women’s Week we think
it’s a shame that women
who have something to
prove, have to prove it by
burning history, that which
is a part of our heritage.
We are reminded of
book
Bradbury’s
Ray
Fahrenheit 451. Book burn-
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A: Basically one thing that you do
learn playing any team sport is discipline.
You have to put yourself on a time schedule and you really have to go according to
that time schedule. You can’t take that
one day off, because that puts you so much
more behind because you’re playing football, traveling and everything else. There
are times when I go to class that I really
don’t think about football I really don’t
want to talk about it. Sometimes it’s hard
to avoid becase it always comes up.
There’s a lot of times when I envy just the
student just the guy who can walk in
class and doesn’t have little remarks said
to him. It’s a tough thing to live through.
When I go to class, I want to be a student.
When I’m on the footbal field, I’m a footbal player, and that’s how I get everything
done.
Q: Do you think you are asked about
your high grades because people assume
that athletes are not as bright as other students?

. . . until I came to San
Jose State, I wasn’t accustomed to losing. Naturally,
losing at this level eats me
up more than anything else.
I always think about ill had
done this or that at a certain
time, we could have won a
game.’

career in sports broadcasting after you
finish your professional football careeer?
A: In television and radio in the business world, you have to know someone
That’s one of the things I’ve realized, is
that football has gotten me to know a lot of
people. Football has really been an asset
as far as what I really want to do when it’s
all over with because fame is fleeting, it’s
here one minute and gone the next. I’ve
taken some steps in a positive manner by
setting up job opportunities for once I’m
finished. Once someone says "Steve
Clarkson, you’re through playing ball, it’s
time to give it up," I’ll have someplace to
go. If I do happen to be lucky enough to
play in the professional ranks, I’ll use that
money that I earn there as a springboard
to get into the television networks.
Q: Will you encourage your son to play
footbal?
A: No, if anything I want him to do
something else. If I had a second chance, I
wouldn’t be a football player, I wouldn’t be
connected with sports in any way. To tell
you the truth, I dislike the game. The only
reason I play the game now is because I’d
like the springboard, and because I went
this far. I went so far that I can’t say
"Steve Clarkson, I’m going to quit." Once
it’s over with, I want to just be able to say
that I gave it 110 percent and it worked out
great, or that it didn’t work out at all, but I
can live with it, and I can go on with my
life.
Q: How much of your success here at
SJSU do you attribute to Coach Jack
Elway?

A: A lot of it, but I attribute a lot of it
to just the way I was brought up. I think
every coach in my life has helped me. Everybody did their little part to bring Steve
A: In a lot of ways, yes. Sometimes. Clarkson up the way he had been brought
I’ve had people say "who writes your re- up. And I feel that my first coach, he did
ports for you?" Then I ask them,"Well, his part when he taught me about disciwho writes yours?" I’ve had tutors before, pline and team spirit. Then, coach Elway,
and that was me being smart because I re- he put the final touches on it. My wife did a
alized that I came from an educational lot because she goes through a lot of stuff
handicap, so immediately when I enrolled with me not being home, and having to put
as a freshman I had tutors for every class. football ahead of her. I’ve been lucky. I’ve
Then basically I caught on and now I don’t been blessed with a great situation, and its
great now, but if I had to do it all over
need them anymore.
Q: Being a television -radio broadcast- again, I’d just as soon be a regular student
and take engineering or something
ing major, are you planning to pursue
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SUBOD chooses automatic teller site
By Carrie Hagen
A location for planned automated tellers at SJSU has
been tentatively chosen, it was announced in the Student
Union Board of directors meeting Tuesday.
The location mentioned is in the north entrance hall of
the Student Union, next to the business office.

for automated banking, the relationship of the A.S. to the
Student Union, and charges for A.S. spaces. The A.S. is
studying the issue.
"My goal, quite frankly, would be to have both of our
boards working together on providing this service to students on the campus," Barrett said.

Representatives of banks were interviewed three
weeks ago by a Student Union staff committee. Ron Barrett, Student Union director, told the board five or six
banks appear interested. Each bank would have a separate machine, he said.

Robin Sawatzky, A.S. controller, said she was in
favor of the automated tellers, but was concerned about
how much space it would take up in the business office.
Barrett said the machines would have to be built approximately ten feet into the office.
"It doesn’t leave room for the possibility of expansion
for the A.S. business office in the future," Sawatzky said.
She said it would take away the only window in the office.
"I’m just concerned about the employees," Sawatzky
added.
Another concern voiced by several members of the
board was the issue of security.
"The location is perfect for banking, but probably the
worst place from a security standpoint," said J. Handel

The banks prefer to have an exterior location so that
24-hour service can be provided, Barrett said. The location will provide shelter from the weather and eliminate
glare from the sun.
Barrett said the banks will pay all construction costs
and all costs for changes which would be made, such as
for security. In addition, they would pay a small fee to the
Student Union for utilities.
Barrett sent a memo to the A.S. explaining the need

Chaser shakes up Pub
By Jan Field
Tonight is headliner time in the Spartan Pub with
Chaser, a rock and roll band who has been named one of
the Bay Area’s best bands.
Chaser is featured on the KSJO-sponsored "Best of
the Bay" album.
The band also has a single with two original songs,
"You got the Power" and "The Look in Your Eyes."
Chaser plays top 40 rock and roll and also features a few
new wave pop songs.
The five-piece band features two female members
who do more than just act as focal visual points, as opposed to a lot of other bands, but are vital musicians and

composers
The present lineup has been playing together for a
year and a half, but all the members are seasoned musicians.
"I have seen them once, and I was really impressed,"
said Cam Roberson, pub entertainer director.
"Considering the budget, it is really good that we get
them in the pub," he said.
Friday afternoon Pubgoers can be entertained by
Steve Sargenti and his acoustic guitar. He is known as a
good entertainer who encourages audience participation,
Roberson said.
Friday night is the debut for the Substitutes, who will
perform from 8 p.m. with their brand of pop music.

check at the beginning of each semester.
"At the maximum we might get three machines in
there," Barrett said.
The second idea considered would be to build a independent structure near the bike lockers on the west side of
the Student Union. It would cause problems, Barrett said,
because it would have to be large to hold all the machines,
it would be more exposed to the elements and electrical
lines would have to be sent out to it.

Evans, SJSU vice president.
"Our proposal would include the mounting of cameras which would be hooked up permanently to campus
police." Barrett said. "Part of the construction cost
would in fact cover that."
However, he added, "That may not cover somebody
out on campus after they have left there. I don’t know how
we would cover that."
Glen Guttormsen said he was concerned about the
image of campus in the press if more crimes occurred because of the automated tellers.
"I hate to think that this might be the next attraction," Guttormsen said.
"On the other hand," Barrett said, "there would be a
lot of people who would be with a friend and I don’t know if
we should deny them the access of having money and
banking on the weekend."
There were two other locations considered for the machines, Barrett said. One was the front porch of the
bookstore. At the time it was first considered, the doors
were not being used. Now they are and there is also a book

Barrett said the automated banking idea was first
presented to the Student Union board of directors in 1980.
At that time, the board voted against it. In 1982, the board
sought permission for the California State University
Chancellor’s Office for the machines. The chancellor authorized the board to proceed at that time.
Barrett said a survey was conducted in April 1980 by
SUBOD. It found that 95 percent of the students surveyed
thought placing automated tellers in the Student Union
was a good idea. Ninety percent said they would make use
of the tellers.

Rally to protest fees cancelled
By Caitlin Theilmann
A rally to oppose fee and tuition increases was scheduled for today but has been cancelled L...tcause several
speakers declined at the last minute.
Nothing was ever really confirmed between the Associated Students, who were sponsoring the rally, and the
scheduled speakers, according to Shelly Houston, director of student services.
"There was a communication problem," Houston
said. Several people, including City Councilwoman Susan
Hammer, showed an interest in coming but never made a
definite commitment, Houston added.
Jeff Kaiser, president of the California State Student
Association, and Ed Hoffman, northern California chairman of the Students for Economic Democracy, were the
only definite speakers. Houston said that the rally would
not have been "effective" with only these two speakers.

Good friends will help you study angles
when all you can think about is curves.

The rally was planned to support the April 12 march
and rally in Sacramento. A.S. officials still plan to support that rally by providing buses and information for the
trip.
Officials are also urging students to send letters opposing fee increases to their congressional representatives, Houston said. A letter drive is being organized and
addresses will be provided through advertisements in the
Spartan Daily, she said

YOUNG .

.

Cadmus* from pope 1
assistant chairman until Young actually leaves. Chairmen are elected to four-year terms.
One professor who surprisingly decided not to seek
Young’s office was Terry Christensen, assistant chairman for that department.
Christensen, active with Associated Students, city
government, and a host of writing endeavors, said he was
satisfied with his present postion and would rather continue to teach. Young is only able to teach one course, he
said, and that just wouldn’t be adequate for him.
"I like what I’m doing," Christensen said, "it’s really
important that a person be committed to that job."
Young said one of the reasons he will give up his prestigious position is because he misses teaching and will
soon return to it.
Young said he doesn’t envy whoever takes over where
he leaves off. Departmental competition for a shrinking
amount of funding and lower enrollment in his department have strapped him from moving the political science in a more positive direction the past few years.
"There’s far more pressure for chairmen now," he
said, looking around his office. "The same thing is really
happening in politics when you have a finite number of resources and different departments fighting over them."
Young specifically criticized what he feels has been
an exorbitant amount of funding to the athletic department.
"We have not managed resources on this campus
very well over the years," he said.
" Ilail November. Young introduced a resolution to the
Academic Senate protesting the athletic department’s
funding level and calling for a five-year gradual reduction
to bring athletics on an even par with other departments.
Men and women’s athletics were allocated 24 percent of
the SJSU instructional budget this year, according to
Young’s senate report.
The chairman said even after officially leaving the
post he will continue to fight current spending levels for
athletics.
"That has nothing to do with being chairman," he
said
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It didn’t take a genius to tell your mind wasn’t
on your studies. But it did take a couple of
smart roomies to do something about it.
So out came the calculators. And the
doughnuts. And they started drilling you
until you knew physics as well as
you know yourself.
When it was all over, you
showed them that there was
one more thing you knew
something aboutgratitude.
Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau.
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A cure for dull papers...

Writing from the right side
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By Diane Murphy
At 9 p.m. an average-looking man sits down at a typewriter and inserts a clean white sheet of paper.
An hour later he looks like Dr. Zorba. His hair has
been gnarled by his frustrated fingers. His brow is knitted
and his lips are chewed.
A pile of paper the size of a small dog lays next to his
wastebasket. He just can’t think of a thing to write.
No, it’s not Mickey Spilane trying to come up with an
opening line for a new mystery novel. It’s any one of a
million students who tries to write with the left side of the
brain and, in the process, wants to pull out his hair for
lack of a creative thought or a place to begin.
An SJSU instructor has come up with a way to get
around this mental block to writing.
Gabriele Lusser Rico calls it tapping into the "right
side" of the brain. The remedy releases creative energies
that provide a "magic key" to writing.
Rico, while doing research for her doctoral dissertation in 1973, became interested in brain research. She discovered that the right and left hemispheres of the brain
process the world in radically different ways.
"The left side of the brain learns by rules," Rico explained. "It is the part that knows everything about nouns
and grammar, and all the bits and pieces of information."
The left side also performs the stringing of words in
an orderly manner and motor control, she said.
But the secret to natural writing is to start on the
right side of the brain.
"The right brain is the part not scared by novel or
ambiguous information," she said. "It is creative and has
all the new ideas."
Mental blocks are caused by the left brain, which acts
as a censor. It can paralyze the writer by making him
worry about how the sentences will sound, if all the grammar is correct and if the word choices are the best. Rico
has devised a way of bypassing this restricting hemisphere, before starting to write.
She calls it clustering.
"Say you want to do a report on writing," she said.
"First, write the word ’writing’ in the middle of a page
and circle it."
This is the nucleus word.
"Then write down anything that pops into your
mind," she added. Each word should "cluster" around
the nucleus word or a word that has been written as part
of the cluster. As an entry is made, it should be circled
and connected with a line to the previously written word.
When a new thought comes up, it should once again be
written near the nucleus word.
If the excercise feels silly or senseless, the left side of
the brain is probably trying to take over in its logical and
stifling way, Rico said. Resist the urge to think logically
and continue to cluster, she advised.
If the flow of words freezes for a moment, try drawing
arrows on the ends of the connecting lines or retrace the
circles until the flow begins again.
"You may cluster for a few minutes to a half hour or
even longer," she said. "Either you won’t be able to think
of anything else or in a flash you will know what to write."
After the flash or stopping point, she said, look at the
cluster and then, still on the right side of the brain, begin
writing.
Rico, who has taught clustering for nine years, said

the resulting essay "is always logical and grammatically
correct."
"Once you have a sense of direction," she said, "the
flow oscillates between both sides of the brain."
"Students discover they can write literally about anything," she added.
A person can also cluster to get ideas for a paper
topic.
"Say the class is in Victorian literature," Rico said.
"If you don’t know where you’re headed, put that down in
the middle of the cluster."
The method also works for research papers, according to Rico. The nucleus word would be the focus of the
paper. Without looking at all the information collected,
the writer should begin to cluster.
"Sometimes we have so much information we don’t
know how it is going to fit," she said. "If you cluster you
can see where to start and where each part will go."
"Writing a paper is usually a long and drawn out affair," Rico said. "You eat, sharpen a pencil, go to the
bathroom, play with the cat. . . but with clustering you
burst out and begin writing."
The success of Rico’s technique is evidenced by the
sales of her book, "Writing the Natural Way," which explains the clustering process.
The book’s first printing of 35,000 copies in January
has been followed with an order for 20,000 more (a first
printing is normally around 7,500 copies).
"I am getting funny letters from people I don’t even
know," Rico said. "I got one that made me think I was
being put on.
"It said, ’You are my matron saint. You’ve got my
creativity flowing again!"
Rico sent a copy of the book to Stephanie, 19, one of
her Otreettnghters, who Rico describes as a "linear, logical person unable to do creative writing." Stephanie sent
her mother a letter which read, "Mom, I love you. It
works."
The letter was accompanied by a poem written by
Stephanie.
"I read the poem in a writing workshop and six people
cried," Rico said. "That’s proof to me that someone
really left-brain oriented can do it."
The amazing thing is that Rico didn’t think to use her
own process to write her book. The idea for "Writing the
Natural Way" gelled in 1976, but she didn’t begin writing
it until 1980.
"I was blocked for four years," she said. "I hadn’t
thought to use clustering!"
Finally, she took a huge sheet of butcher paper and
laid it on the floor before her. When it was full, she looked

Gabriele Rico, english in
structor, has written a book
on how to overcome writer’s block, and create live
tier prose. She has been
teaching the technique to
her students tor nine years,
and says it works for even
the most knew thinkers.

Ga riele Rico
at it and realized, "Oh my God, here’s Chapter I, here’s
Chapter 2. .."
She had clustered ideas for 12 chapters. She then clustered each of these ideas, typed an outline, and sent it in
the mail. Two days later she got a phone call from a publisher.
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Be Choosy...

Choose a microwave
career with Avantek.
You’re eager to apply the knowledge you’ve learned. But you want to be
certain that your first critical career move is the right one. Choose
an industry that demands your best . . . and rewards you with
challenging, exciting assignments. Choose an employer that will
motivate you .. . invest in you.. . help you develop and grow.

Be choosy about training.

People to People

At Avantek, your training will be one-on-one training on the job to allow
you to progress at your own rate. Because we’re structured in
small working groups, you’ll be highly visible, you’ll contribute to your
group’s objectives and will participate in the rewards when
those objectives are met. Advanced training is offered through the
Stanford University Honors Co-Op Program and the Association
for Continuing Education.

EXPERIENCE
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Be choosy about your career path options.
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Taiko Drum Workshop and Perfomance

The San Jose Taiko Group presents some of their
original compositions. They also include a slideshow
on the origins of Taiko plus a demonstration of drum
techniques through audience participation.
Don’t miss
this dynamic combination of traditional Japanese
rhythms and rhythms of the West.
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Searching for that Magical Relationship?

BED & BREAKFAST
PARIS
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Rico hopes that her book will be an "opening in the
armor." She would like other writing instructors to explore the right side of the brain.
"Being able to write is everyone’s birthright," she
said. "We kill it for most students by teaching them to use
the wrong side of the brain "

hour workshop you will
develop your own relauonahrp awareness profile
map out a strategy fee that magscal relationship
begin the social netweeking process. and put ii
into action with the other petticipants
at the workshop
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Career growth at Avantek is virtually unlimited because of vertical
integration: we manufacture and market the entire spectrum of
microwave products from basic devices to fully integrated systems.
If you’re about to receive your BSEE/MSEE, explore a microwave
career at Avantek. You could start as a Design or Product Engineer in
either our Semiconductor, Microwave Integrated Circuit, or
Telecommunications Division.

Skyline College, San Bruno

ON-CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
Friday, April 15

Both Workshops 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. Fee, $12 Each Workshop

Call for other dates and locations

People to. People
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TUNE

1405 Civic Center Dr.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
244.9446

ONLY

$ 1 0 . 0 0I!!

The Only Way to Really Meet People

Make an appointment with your Career Planning and Placement
Center to talk with our campus recruiter. If you are unable to see II,
please Call J. Quaiey COLLECT at (408) 727-0700, or send
your resume to College Recruitment, Avantek, 3175 Bowers
Avenue, Santa Clara, California 95051. An equal opportunit
employer.

Avantek
Microwave Technology
Years Ahead Today
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’The Wall’ returns!
Screw-ups resolved;
Show goes on tonight
By Craig Carter
A buck should have bought a nightmare at SJSU two weeks ago, but when
"The Wall" (Pink Floyd’s horrific look
inside the festering mind of a charred
rock star) didn’t arrive for the March 23
Wednesday Cinema, some free anguish
was doled out to one A.S. program board
director and about 200 students.
That’s how many people were standing in line for the 7 p.m. showing of "The
Wall" when Dan Ross informed the
crowd the film never arrived.
But "The Wall" will show at 7 and 10
p.m. tonight in Morris Dailey Auditorium: Ross is sure of it.
"The film is sitting on my desk, in
front of my face," he said Wednesday.
Two weeks ago, he never even saw
the film.
The Instructional Resource Center
called Ross just an hour before "The
Wall" was scheduled to show, and told
him they didn’t have the film. as Ross

had assumed
A computer foulup at MGM erased a
day’s business, including its deal with
SJSU, so the film was never even sent to
SJSU, Ross said.
Normally, the film arrives a day or
two ahead of its Wednesday screening,
either to the program board or the IRC,
which handles Wednesday Cinema film
projection.
No one from the program board
checked to see if the film had arrived before Wednesday, Ross said.
When Ross did inquire about the film
at 4:30 Wednesday afternoon, he was told
by IRC staff the projectionist had the
film.
An MGM executive called Ross the
next day, apologized, and gave the board
a $200 discount (an amount corresponding to the board’s losses on Wednesday)
on the price of the film "Genocide"
which will be shown Sunday.
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By Rochelle Fortier
Preliminary testing predicts approximately 400 incoming fall freshmen will not
pass the new entry-level mathematics test.
The ELM test or its equivalent will be required for graduation for new students entering SJSU in the fall.
The California State University Board of
Trustees started the test for the same reason
the English Placement test was started: students coming in to the universities are not
prepared in math, said Brett Melendy, associate academic vice president for undergraduate studies.
The ELM will measure a student’s competency in arithmetic, elementary algebra
and geometry.
"The academic vice president indicated

we will provide additional staffing," Melendy
said.
The 400 figure is just a rough prediction
based on samples of the test given throughout
the state, he said. This fall about 2,000 freshmen are projected to enter SJSU, he said.
The math department must find ways to
accommodate the students who do not pass.
The department is looking into providing remedial math computer training and several
elementary alegebra,
courses of Math 5
said Britt Schweitzer, math andcomputer science associate professor.
The EOP and Aspire tutoring programs
will be preparing tutors, he said.
Students who do not pass the ELM the
first time can review their math and take it
again, Schweitzer said.

The test is not just limited to freshmen.
All new undergraduate students entering the
CSU system starting in fall must take it too or
fulfill its equivalent.
A first-time freshmen can be exempt
from taking the ELM if he or she gets certain
scores on other examinations, like the college
board advanced placement math test; scholastic aptitude test-mathematics; or American College Testing: College Board Math
Achievement test, level 1 or level 2.
Transfer students can show they have
fulfilled the requirement by taking one of the
above tests or by completing the general education breadth requirement in quantitative
reasoning at the intermediate algebra level
or above.

Satirical notes truck by Toons

Dancing showcase opens,
premieres Friday evening
It’s not the jitterbug or the bunny hop,
but Dance Theatre ’83 will present a showcase of the SJSU choreographers and
dancers April 8-16 in the University
Theatre.
Dance Theatre ’83 will feature five
premieres among the 12 works in the concert, including one by guest choreograpper Otis Sallid, assistant choreographer
for the Emmy-winning television series
’,Fame." Three of the premieres are by
student choreographers, The other preMiere work is by Carol Haws, dance professor, director of the University Dance
theatre and choreographer for the Prune
hollow Choral Society.

The show’s 12 works will run nearly
the spectrum of the dance world, including
modern ballet, modern dance, classical
jazz, Sallid’s own brand of dance called
"mobalja." and even baroque, which is a
form of Renaisance dance.
Thursday through Saturday performances are at 8 p.m., and Wednesday performances, at 2:30 p.m.
Friday and Saturday tickets are $5 for
general admission, and $2.50 for students
and senior citizens. Wednesday and
Thursday seats are $4 for general admission, and $2 for students and senior citizens. Tickets may be bought at the University Theatre Box Office.

NO HERPES HERE’
Stop the Spread
Spread the Word

Top Quality T-Shir1s
$8.95
Red and White Design on Black T-Shirt
Men
s
m
1
xl
Women
s
m
1
1" Genuine Cloisonne Pin
53.95
Vinyl Bumper Stocker
51.95

CIS 19112
Send Check or Money Order.
Including $1.00 Postage and Handling To:

K.I.S.

Part of Proceeds
to help in HERPES Research
All orders are rushed A.S.A.P.

Box 452, Aptos, CA 95003.

By Diane Murphy
The Student Union
bleachers were full just
after noon Wednesday. Students rushing to a 12:30
class stopped in their
tracks above the amphitheatre stage.
Who wouldn’t stop to
hear a song called "March
of the Mental Midgets,"
with a movement about nuclear children entitled
"Sally Only Had One
Eye?"
Thanks to Student
Union Programs,
The
Toons did their satirical
brand of music to the
laughter of a full outdoor
house.
This is the 12th time
The Toons have played at

ASPB Presents
with

Steve Stanfield

Tows’ Jeff Pettit sings to his plastic, fantastic lover while John MiMe 111 and Gil Doyle play in Amphitheater at noon Wednesday.
SJSC"aeeorang to Ted
Gehrke, program board
advisor. "They play here
for 20 percent of what they
normally get, because the
people love their blend of
humor and music," he
said.
Keyboardist
John
Milne says their music
combines humor and satire.
"We try most to be entertaining," Milne said.
"But if we have a message
we’ll put that in."
Milne writes most of
the group’s music, with
some contributed by guitarist Gil Doyle. The other
players, Bobby Santa Cruz
on bass; Geof Pettit, vocalist and Mike Carey on

"65("INEDITA’Inni‘ea0’

TONIGHT!
That’s right, It’s back’

drums add their voices and
their musical talents to the
group as well as occasionally donning a mask
and taking to the stage.
During their perfor-

mance, Carey disappeared
from behind the drums for
a minute and reappeared
up front doing a convincing, not to mention funny,
Mick Jagger imitation.

The Toons recently returned from a five-week
tour of colleges on the east
coast and will be appearing
next month at The Cellar in
Los Altos,

AROUND OTHER CAMPUSES
While many of us were celebrating
and living it up on St. Patrick’s Day, students at San Diego State University were
mourning the death of higher education
in California.
Students dressed as black -clad pallbearers carried an open casket full of
books. The campus newspaper eulogized
higher education, saying that "California has been a friend of education for
years."
The "funeral" was in protest of Gov.
George Deukmejian’s proposed fee hike
for next year.
How would you like to be paid $15,000
just for opening your mouth and giving a
speech? It probably will not happen unless you happen to be former President
Gerald Ford.
Two organizations at the University
of Southern California paid Ford that
amount for speaking about the Reagan
administration and foreign policy.
Ford’s fee is almost five times the

amount ever paid to any other speaker in
the university’s history.
Relationships between the United
States and the Soviet Union my recieve a
boost from the University of Kansas.
After months of planning and cajoling by university officials, the Soviets
have agreed to send 15 track and field
athletes to the 1983 Kansas Relays from
April 20 to April 23. Soviet coaches and
athletes will be in Kansas from April 19
until April 25.
The only problem anticipated by university officials is funding for the trip for
the Soviets. It is estimated the university
will have to raise $10,000 to $15,000.
"Around Other Campuses"
is compiled by staff writer Alicia
Tippetts.

the

Bonnie
Hayes
with the

wild combo
plus
special guest
the suspenders

Paul
Collins
Beat

morris dailey auditorium

7:00 p.m., friday, april 8th
Awesome Giveaway
Free Painters hats! Free posters! Free buttons!

Only $1.00! PRO SOUND SYSTEM
Free Miller Raffle! Wall posters!
Morris Dailey Auditorium 7 8 lOpm

*Sunday Night*
Academy Award Winning

"GENOCIDE"
with speaker Dania’ Landess from the
Simon with speaker Daniel Landess
from the Simon Weigenthal Center,

S.U. Ballroom 7p.m.
Tickets: $2.00 students
$3.00 general

Don’t miss out!
funded by Associated Students
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

BOB SEGER. PHIL COLLINS
HALL &OATES TOM PETTY
SUPERTRAMP. FAT BENATAR
LIONEL RICHIE KENNY ROGERS
MICHAEL JACKSON

51

0
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Art immortalizes punk wedding
By Gigi Bisson
Once upon a time two punk rockers got
married.
Mr. Punk sported black tie and tails and
five earrings in his left ear. Mrs. Punk wore a
virgin white topless bridal gown and technicolor hairdo. The bride carried a fresh bouquet of broccoli.
They were married by a mohawked minister who recited the vows from an Archie
comic book. When the ceremony ended, the
groom dynamited the church.
It was just another day in the life of your
typical couple of the eighties.
Their story is preserved for eternity in
colorful paintings in gallery 4 of the art department on display through Friday.
The student show No Fred" is a final
step in the process of earning a bachelor of
fine arts degree for artist Patty Azarello. "
No Fred" makes a mockery of all the traditions of family life. The moral majority would
have a field day with this show.
ZAt the reception, Mr. Punk is blindfolded as he slices the wedding cake with a
blood -tipped switchblade . The cake is deco-

rated with black skulls and bones and the skeletal remains of a miniature bride and groom
decorate the top.
The bride bares her chest to the crowd
one more time as she tosses the broccoli bouquet to a crowd of headless dress mannequins; so the tradition of making a mockery
of the institution of marriage continues.
What does today’s young nihilistic couple
do on their honeymoon? Do they slam dance
at the Kabuki and then go back and demolish
the hotel room? Do they go to Disneyland and
goose Donald Duck? Do they smash beer bottles on the floor and consummate their marriage on the broken glass?
We’ll never know. The artist just gives us
a sedately erotic painting of the lovebirds
kissing as their spiky black and blue hair
glows in the dark.
The morning after, the pair open their
wedding gifts. Mr. Punk is pleased as he unwraps a pair of studded leather bondage pants.
But Mrs. Punk is alarmed as she opens up a
gift -wrapped baby.
"No Fred!" we imagine the distraugt
bride saying as she discovers the gurgling by-

product of a night of love, Sex -Pistols style.
But she has a plan. Mrs Punk paints
little Fred’s hair blue and red as Mr. Punk
straps a firecracker on Fred’s back.
The last thing we see is Mr. and Mrs.
Punk happily watching Fred shoot up into the
star -filled sky.
Relieved of pesky maternal duties they
can pursue thier sadistic hobbies unencumbered by Fred.
Azzarello has a good time ( she enhances
the wedding theme with rice scattered on the
floor of the gallery) and manages to make a
statement about our disposable lifestyles and
selfish attitudes about raising children at the
same time.
In the spirit of punk rock music and the
underground apathy it spawned, it appears
Patty Azzarelo’s aim is to shock us with an
absurd situation that mocks the traditions of
family life.
Was their marriage doomed from the
start? Or will the Punks live miserably ever
after?
One can only imagine what Azzarello
would do with a punk divorce.

Business students to be honored for achievement
By Dave Reznicek
The Executive Council of Business Students of SJSU
will host their 25th annual School of Business Achievement Banquet Thursday April 21.
The ECBS, an umbrella organization for the 11 business clubs at SJSU, will honor outstanding achievers in
the fields of accounting, finance, marketing, student busi-

ness, and the School of Business.
Awards will be presented by the faculty and representatives of local corporations.
Master of Ceremonies will be Jerry Thomas, recipient of the 1981 outstanding teacher award presented at
that year’s banquet.
Presiding over the banquet will be Dr. Marshall J.

Friends of disabled
to be given awards
tracurricular campus or community proBy Diane Murphy
Students, staff and faculty have a jects.
campus
Outstanding Student Leadership
chance to reward people in the
community who have overcome barriers Award recognizes any student, disabled
to the disabled or have helped tear those or not, who has greatly increased COMMUnity awareness of disabled students’ needs
barriers down.
and has helped to eliminate physical, attiThe Disabled Students Office is pre- tudinal and educational barriers.
Disabled Alumnus
senting its Second Annual Awards ProOutstanding
gram to recognize service to disabled stu- Award to be presented to an disabled
alumnus who has made a notable achievedents.
Any faculty or staff member, student ment in the community.
or alumnus may be nominated in any one
Outstanding Staff Person Award
of five categories. Nomination sheets are
available in the Disabled Students Office recognizes a staff member who has given
in the Old Cafeteria building, and should exceptional technical or attitudinal help to
be returned by Friday. Winners will be disabled students and has volunteered to
honored during SJSU’s Ability Awareness help eliminate barriers preventing these
students from full campus participation.
Day in May.
Outstanding Faculty Award
recThe five categories are:
Outstanding Disabled Student ognizes a faculty member responsive to
recognizes a disabled student the needs of disabled students who has
Award
who has shown outstanding academic provided an academic environment that
achievement and has participated in ex- encourages them.

Burak, Dean of the School of Business.
Other awards being handed out include those for outstanding teacher, distinguished business alumni and
Dean’s service.
The Banquet Room of the Sainte Claire Hilton will be
the location for the banquet which begins at 7:30. Social
hour begins at 5:30.

Tickets are available in room 250 of the Business
Tower.
The event is open to all SJSU business students, alunini,faculty and members of the local business community’.
The cost is $9.00 for students and $15.00 for guests and
faculty. For more information contact Gay Engelburger
at 277-2102.

Get our career off to a flying start
white you’re still in college.
This is a great opportunity for special men who
want to be leaders and have the drive to earn
the respect and self-confidence of a Marine
Corps Officer.
You can get started on a great career with us
while you’re still in college and earn up to
$100 a month in the Marine Corps Platoon
Leaders Class ( PLC). In PLC aviation we can
guarantee flight school and civilian flying
lessons during your senior year. And in PLC law
we can guarantee summer employment in the
legal field while you’re gaining your advanced

degree in law.
There are no interruptions of classes, no
on-campus drills or uniforms during the
school year. Initial training can be done in One
of two ways. Freshmen and sophomores train
in two six-week summer sessions and juniors
have one ten-week session.
If you’re entering college or are already on
your way to a degree, check out the Marine Corps
Platoon Leaders Class. Make an appointment
with your Marine Corps Officer Selection
Officer through your college placement center.

REC: parts restored?
Cortimood from paw
12 handball/racquetball
capabilities;
courts, some with spectator viewing; a
squash court with spectator viewing;
wieght training and body conditioning
rooms; supporting buildings such as showers and restrooms; and equipment rooms,
offices, retail stores, indoor game room,
arts and crafts hobby shop.
The events center, Orbach said, will
have 8,500 fixed and bleacher seats, and
approximately 500 more seats for the floor
area. There will be capability for boxing
ring, center floor stage presentations, basketball, volleyball, tennis, indoor soccer,
and trade shows. There will be room for
three regulation-size basketball courts,
six volleyball courts, and gymnastics.
The entire facility will be about 150,000
square feet. Orbach said.

He said a broad outlinc containing
these ideas will be presented to the architect. The architect will be selected in
May.
"Our office did a fair amount of research on this," Orbach said. "I feel pretty good about it."
Orbach said he was not sure about
how much larger the arena could be.
"It’s feasible at 8,500 seats. I suspect
that it’s feasible at 10,000, but I’m not
sure," Orbach said.
There are two sites being considered
for the Rec Center. One is on San Canoe
Street and the other is on Seventh Street.
The groundbreaking for the center is
expected to be in April 1985.
Work to get outside funding will begin
next fall, said Ron Barrett, Student Union
director.

kings toe

QUALITY FOOTWEAR FOR MEN
SPECIAL! 20% OFF

on all Casual and Athletic footwear with
SJSU staff or student body card.
Discount is good through Apri124,1983.

FLORSHEIM
TIMBERLAND
SIZES 6 to 15
DEXTERS
WIDTHS AA to EEE
PUMA
CLARKS OF .ENGLAND
AFTER HOURS BYJ&M
SPERRY TOP-SIDERS
ROMIKA CLOGS SLIPPERS
354-1666
4

kinds toe

Store Hours
M-Sat. 10-6
23A Saratoga Ave. (Hwy. 9)
Sun. 12-4
lust 2 blocks West of Hwy. 17.

LOS GATOS

Ma

e ieviThe

proud:The Marines.
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No putting around for Spartan golf
Meyer of Brigham Young
at 215 Top finisher for
SJSU was Dan Coughlin,
who shot a blistering
second round 67 on his way
to a total of 217, good for a
share of seventh place tie
with three others.
The Western Intercollegiate Tournament
at Manteca featured UCLA
and Fresno State tied for
the lead at 1082.
Trailing the Bruins and

March 25 and 26, was won
by Fresno State with a 1085
total, followed by the
University of Pacific at
1093.
The Spartans shared
third place honors with San
Diego State and Brigham
Young.
The individual winner
was Scott Erickson of
Stanford who shot 210,
followed by Ken Earle of
UOP at 214 and Robert

By John Venturino
Spartan golfers played
two tournaments just prior
to spring recess ac:
I complishing consistent if
not spectacular results.
The squad shot 54-hole
team totals of 1097 and
1095. finishing third in both
events.
Northern
The
California Invitational,
played at the Elkhorn
Country Club in Stockton

the Bulldogs were the San
Diego State Aztecs (1089),
SJSU (1095), and Brigham
Young 11096).
SJSU junior Joe
Tamburino was the top
individual finisher for the
Spartans with a score of
214, good for a share of
third place.
Kris Moe of San Diego
State won the tournament
with a 212 score.
Spartans Grant Barnes
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and Carl Ludquist also
finished well with scores of
215 and 218 respectively.
Sophomore Dan Coughlin
finished at 224 while
freshman Eric Arnold’s 227
and sophomore Gregg Von
Thaden’s 232 rounded out
the Spartan scoring.
The team will be up on
the farm at Stanford April
16 and 17 for the U.S.
Collegiate Invitational
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SPECIAL SPECIALS THIS WEEK

Nothing in college is inexpensive these
days, particularly the weekends. That’s
why you should visit Liquor Barn.
We’ve got over 5,000 imported and
domestic wines, champagnes, spirits
and beers I including 192 imported
beers from 33 countries). All at the
lowest discount prices That means
you can lower your college expenses
without cutting back on your

Carlo Rossi: Chablis, Rhine,
Burgundy, Vin Rose or Pink
Chablis. 4 liter. $3.37.
Perrier Jouet Grand Brut
Champagne. 750 ml. $12.98.
Budweiser. 12 12 oz. nonreturnable bottles. $4.19.
Wolfschmidt Vodka.
80 Proof. 1.75
liter. $7.65.

college entertainment.

And these days that’s
a pretty good deal

SUPPORT
HIGHER EDUCAii4c)
.morrovi
Bright Ideas

CALL

Liquor Barn

277-3171
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3503 El Camino Real, Santa Clara

5171 Prospect Road, San Jose
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Shelly Houston (408) 279-9534 or 277-3201
Barry Probst
(408) 274-3713 or 277-3201

WIN A PINBALL GAME
in the

BASEBALL DOUBLEHEADERS
April 10th - Fresno State (Sun. 12 p.m.)
May 11th - Santa Clara (Wed. 5:30 p.m.)
Municipal Stadium
RIDE HOME
ON

Free Sunshine
Free Coppertone Lotion
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Fill out entry form and day entry fee at Games Area Desk. Become a weekly top scorer durinq
the month of April, then compete In Round-Robin Finals with other weekly winners.
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SPORTS
By Mark Sweeny
With the pressures o) college increasing, many SJSU
students are drowning their tensions and getting back in
shape by swimming.
"I feel better after a good swim," said nursing junior
Carol Sterbentz. "It relieves a lot of tension and relaxes
ine more when! do start to study again."
The men’s pool, located in the Men’s Gym, is used for
recreation swimming, sponsored by Leisure Services. The
hours are 7 to 10:45 p.m. Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays, 7 to 9:30 p.m. Wednesdays, and noon to 5 p.m. on
weekends.
There is no charge to swim in the pool, but swimmers
must be SJSU students. All swimmers must have their
student identification cards before they can enter the pool.
Lori Sullivan, marketing senior, works as a lifeguard.
She said nearly 50 people splash around in the pool every
day it is open. While she has been a lifeguard, she said
there have been no accidents.
She enjoys her job because she gets to talk to many
people. She said most people swim to relax and get back in
shape.
"I’m just getting in there for the fun of it," said
business management junior Alice Kinoshita. "I don’t
swim very well, but I need to take a break from my
homework."

By Diane Murphy
according to Wada.
The Muhammad All of karate-do will be appearing
The demonstrations will be from 6:30 to 7:15 p.m
at SJSU Monday and Tuesday as part of a workshop and Monday and Tuesday, followed by a reservation-only
demonstration presented by the SJSU Karate-Do club seminar and workshop from 7:15 to 8:30 p.m. Monday’s
and Renshinkan Karate-Do.
meeting will be held in room 207, Men’s gym and
Master Takayuki Mikami, three-time All -Japan Tuesday’s meeting will be held in room 101, Women’s
champion and one of the highest ranking masters of gym.
karate-do, will demonstrate Kobudo or traditional anThe demonstration is open to the public with adcient martial art weapons and Japanese-Okinawan mission by donation.
Karate-Do.
For more information, or to make reservations for
He will be joined by three other masters, including the seminar, call Isar) Wads at (415)236-5868 evenings or
lsao Wada, who heads up the SJSU club. Mikami is leave a message at the Human Performance Departconsidered by some to be the best fighter of all times, ment, 277-3134.

SPARTAGUIDE
The Associated Students Program Board will present
the 1982 Academy Award-winning film, "Genocide," at 7
p.m. Sunday in Morris Dailey Auditorium.

The Associated Students Program Board will present
"Pink Floyd The Wall," at 7 and 10 tonight in Morris
Dailey Auditorium. Admission is El.
Deadline for the foreign language department essay
contest is April 15. A 850 prize will be awarded for the best
SJSU undergraduate submitting an essay on the subject,
"Should Young Americans Learn Foreign Languages?"
For entry blanks go to SH 301.

Thursclay. April 7, 1983

Swimmers drown tensions

Karate champs visit SJSU

Alpha Tau Omega fraternity will sponsor Casino
Night, benefitting San Jose Hospital’s child care wing.
from 9 to 12 tonight in the S.U. Ballroom.
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IT’S NOT
TOO LATE

Planning and Placement will sponsor "Career and
Self Exploration Sessions" at 4 p.m. today in the Hoover
Hall lounge.
The Lutheran Campus Ministry will hold a Bible
study on Romans at 3 p.m. today in the Hoover Hall main
lounge.

Many students also swim to motivate them to study
again.
"I’m hoping the water will help me wake up so I can
study longer, said aeronautics sophomore Janet Prichard.
She added that since the days are getting hotter, she
also is trying to get ready for summer activities.
"I have to start trimming down, so I can look good for
all those available hunks out there on the beaches," she
said.
Under the sunny skies, John Curtis, political science
freshman, said he is motivated to swim. Besides relaxing,
he hopes to get back in shape.
Mark Freeman, journalism freshman, said he was a
member of a swim team for 10 years, but he had to quit
when it became too dangerous.
"Swimming turned into a contact sport for me," he
said, "I kept swimming into walls."
He added he still stops five feet from the wall, but he is
swimming again to lose those extra pounds.
"It’s a fun way of maybe trying to get back into
shape," Freeman said.
Besides improving his cardiovascular system, Mark
Morrissey, aeronautics junior, said there are other
healthy fringe benefits by swimminv.
"By watching all these girls, it’s sure keeping my
heart going," he said.

rItitrAt4
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Sponsored by Converse and Gill Cable
Distance: 10K (6.2 miles)

The philosophy department student/faculty colloquium will present William Evans speaking on "Holism
Hermaneutics and Philosophical Method: a Preface to
Dreyfus," at 3 p.m. today in the S.U. Guadalupe Room.

ta(19

Date: Saturday, April 9. 1983
Starting Time: 9 am
Start/Finish: SJSU South Campus, 10th & Humbolt
Divisions: Junior (17 & under)
Open (18-39) Masters (40 & over)
Costs:
$ 7.00 (Includes T -Shirt)

The Campus Christian Center will hold a "Meet and
Eat" lunch program at noon today at Jonah’s Wail, 1(81
and San Carlos Streets

STORY RD.

KEYES ST.
...

Pulgete 60’t gam

How to Register:
Registration Between 8:00-8:45 a.m.
April 9 at Start/Finish Area
For More Info. Call:

GMAT
LSATGRE

HUMBOLDT ST.
SOUTH
s
I.
(CYFillUES
START
:*FINISH
-*

277-2195

... for a better tomorrow.

Call: 408/293-0688
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1983 employee listtngs
15261 Sobey Rd

Guide
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BEER MAKERS, Lowest prices in the
Bay Area, Convenient location
5.1.1041
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America
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Disabled parking fine to rise
By Larry Hooper
Non -disabled students
who park in spaces for disabled students may find a
a
surprise after April IS
$54) ticket.
The fine for parking in

disabled parking spaces
without a permit will raise
from $22.50 to $50, according to Ed Nemetz, SJSU
traffic manager.
The new section of the
California Vehicle Code, in
effect since January 1
around the rest of California. is just now being implemented on campus, Nemetz said.
The law was passed to

discourage people from
parking in disabled spaces,
he said.
"We are not excited
about issuing citations for
$50." he said. "However,
we will do it."
There is not a large
problem with people parking in disabled spaces without permits on campus.
though, said Owen Payne,
supervisor of parking enforcement.
Since the fine was
raised from $7 to $22.50 in
1981, the number of citations has decreased significantly, he said.

Before the first raise,
the parking office issued
about 150 tickets per semester for parking in campus disabled zones without
a permit. Now, that number has dropped to about
30, Payne said.
"I doubt if we’ll have
any of them after this," he
added. "People in a hurry
used to think that it was
worth the $7 to park in
those spaces, but with a $50
fine, people probably think
before
parking
twice
there."
In addition, a blue disabled placard from the Depariment of Motor Vehi-

Police arrest SJSU custodian
By Mike McGuire

cies is not enough to avoid
a ticket on campus, Nemetz said.
A special campus disabled permit, available at
the disabled student services office, is necessary to
legally park in campus disabled zones, he said.

An SJSU custodian was arrested Monday on narcotics charges and suspicion of possessing an estimated
$1,500 in tools that are believed to belong to SJSL’,
according to University Police.
San Jose Police notified SJSU officers of the recovered property after arresting Arthur Morales, 28.

according to Russ Lunsford, University Police information officer.
Morales has been on disability leave since November when he suffered a broken leg and lacerations when
he was caught between floors in an elevator in MacQuarrie Hall.
Monday, a San Jose police officer arrested Morales
on suspicion of being under the influence of narcotics

Parkers with the placard will recieve the normal
$7 ticket for parking in
campus disabled zones.
However, people with
DMV placards should have
no problem getting a cam-

and suspicion of possession of stolen properly. Lansford

pus disabled permit, Nemetz said.

Continued from pegs I

is more powerful than the person who is being attacked."
Edel warned a victim could be creating a more dan-
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gerous situation than was first encountered. She said the
victim could be putting themselves "in a lot of danger."

With the popularity of items like Mace and Curb, Edel
maintained while such protection is valuable, and the
training the person undergoes is very good, the user must
remember these types of tear gas may not work on someone who is intoxicated or high on drugs.
Edel said, "I don’t want you to rely solely on Curb or
Mace."
The resistance offered by the victim was also discussed.
Active resistance is what Eder called the "street
fighting" reaction to a possible rape situation.
Passive resistance involves talking the rapist out of
committing the act. Edel gave several examples of how
women had used several different tactics to dissuade rapists.
"There have been cases where some people who have
gotten down on the ground and started eating grass like
they were mental cases," Edel said. "Some people have
vomited on the rapists, others have faked epileptic seizures or heart attacks." Others have told rapists that they
have V.D. or herpes in an effort to make themselves unattractive to the rapist.
Choosing the right behavior is important, Edel said.
Yelling angrily at the rapist can work but it can also infuriate therapist.
However, perhaps the most important and effective
preventive weapon a person has is their appearance. Both
said the aura of confidence a person has can stop a rapist.
Part of this weapon can be eye contact. Edel said rapists
don’t like eye contact because they feel the person is "less
vulnerable."
Read, who has been director or the Valley Rape Crisis
Center since 1981, said the Center has a 24 hour hot-line
and also works for victim advocacy.
Edel and Read stressed the most important thing for

everyone in the audience to learn was the potential each
has for being raped.
According to a pamphlet distributed by the Valley
Rape Crisis Center, the chances of a woman’s being raped
during her lifetime are at least one in ten, and could be as
high as one in three.
They also said rape is not a "crime of passion." It is
simply a act which involves getting and maintaining

First 50 Tents purchased get

Seam Sealer

Choose from a wide selection of pup tents, domes, geodesics,
and family tents for the backyard or the backcountry, all at
exceptional sayings direct from the manufacturer.

SALE THREE DAYS ONLY
Saturday 10-6 Sunday 12-6

stereotypes people have about rapists.
"First of all, a rapist will go out looking for a target,"
Read said. "That target, in most cases, is a particular individual.
Read said some rapists will also try and match a particular profile he has in mind of his victim.
One example Read gave described a rapist who had
raped successfully for five months and had six known vic-

Description

Tents, etc. Price Sale Price

Edel and Read spoke to an audience of about 35
women in two seminars. Most of the women were faculty
or staff from the university who had been allowed to attend the seminar while being paid. The audience was all
women except for one male reporter.
"It was excellent," Patty Mackay said. "The dean of
the school that I work for encouraged us to attend."
"I thought it was very informative," said Pat Ross,
who works in the personnel department. "I’d like to have
my sister and my mother attend."
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"All of them were hard of hearing, all of them wore
glasses, each lived ins mobile home, all were raped after
10 p.m., all of them were raped in bed and every one of
them was over 55 years old. The oldest four were in their
80’s."
Read followed with a description of how a rapist then
begins what is called a "testing stage" where he makes
sure the victim is convenient and the situation is comfortable for him to take advantage of the victim’s vulnerabil-

EXAMPLE OF THE SAVINGS
1206

011

"There is a thin line between caution and paranoia,"
Edel said. "We want you to take that thin line and use caution."
Read said one way to become more aware about rape
is to try and know more about the way a rapist operates
and his motives. This involves breaking down many of the

YOU’VE WAITED LONG ENOUGH
FOR A SALE LIKE THIS ONE. FOR THREE DAYS ONLY.
Tents, etc. pulls out all the stops to bring you our first
major sale of the season.

Model #

(Arts/Enter

power over the victim. They want to control and dehumanize the person they attack.
Edel and Read said the purpose of the discussion was
not to terrify, but to educate. "We don’t want to make people paranoid," Edel said. "We don’t want that because
you’ll exude that paranoia and a rapist is looking for
someone who is vulnerable.

FREE

Friday 10-8

Jose Police department

RAPE PREVENTION . . .

Campus disabled permits are also issued to students with temporary injuries, Nemetz said.

Free Quarts of
Fountain Cokes!

said. The officer found tools marked with SJSU property
stickers, Lunsford said.
University police officer John Moffitt and a San
Jose Police Officer Long later went to Morales’ home on
North 12th Street where he lives with his mother, Lunsford said.
Officers searching Morales’ bedr000m found a large
tool box and more tools that are believed to be SJSU
property, Lunsford said. The officers also noticed a welcome mat at the Morales’ home that is identical to those
found at buildings on campus, Lunsford said.
According to Lunsford, Moffitt remembered taking
a report about a tool box that had been reported missing
earlier in the semester.
All of the tools were booked as evidence by the San
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Michael J. Vaughn
Entertainment editor

"Hey, why don’t we go see Hush at the Country
Store?" I asked Jeff. "They’re pretty good."
It was Saturday night and we were hunting down a
club to go to.
"Nah," Jeff replied. "I don’t like them."
"Why?"
"I went to one of their concerts once, and they played
their own music all the time."
Yeah, I’ve heard it before. Rock fans don’t want to
hear originals, especially in dance clubs. They want to
hear the same stuff they hear on the radio every day.
The reasons? Well, there are some decent reasons.
The clubbers like to dance to the music, and they like to
sing along--kind of hard to do with unfamiliar stuff.
But still, there’s something wrong.
This kind of pressure for local groups to play only hits-no originals--is stifling musical creativity, and may one
day drive rock ’n’ roll into its grave. After all, some of
these club bands are the ones that end up on the radio, the
ones that make it big and start creating the music of the
day. If no more bands are allowed to break away from the
club copy music, no new music at all will be played.
Goodbye rock.
One of the worst effects of the copy band syndrome is

the tendency for a group, after they have broken into the
recording field, to sound like everyone else. Once a copy
band, always a copy band.
A case in point: KSJO’s just-released "Best of the
Bay" album, featuring original tunes from local club
bands, is filled with the most cliche’ mess of rock
recyclery I have heard since the latest Journey album.
You can take each one of these groups and say "they
sound just like so-and-so."
True, some of the tunes are just as good as the hits on
the radio--I don’t want to degrade the bands. It’s just that
they sound exactly like the tunes on the radio, a symptom
of years of copycat performances in clubs.
If you have to play other group’s songs to make a
living, you’re going to end up sounding just like them.
Therein lies the answer to this rock monotony--the fans
themselves have to be open-minded enough to let groups
play originals. And not just copycat originalsnew, innovative originals ( if there is such a thing as innovation in
rock anymore).
The fans in America are so hooked on whatever Dick
Clark and every tightly-programmed hit radio station in
the country says they should listen to, avant-garde
musicians are being forced to go to Europe first with their
sounds.
If they make it big there, then they might be able to
return to the American scene and succeed in their home
country. But not all our musicians are rich enough to go to
Europe.
If rock in our country continues to be copycat rock,
monotonous rock, boring rock, music fans here may wish
they had enough money to go to Europe, too.
O.K., here’s the list for Steve Wozniak’s US Festival
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Entertainer Staff
Michael J. Vaughn
Ed Fong

Editor
Advertising
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’83, set for Memorial Day Weekend (May 28-30) in
Southern California:
May 8 The Clash Men at Work Stray Cats The English Beat
Flock of Seagulls Oingo Boingo Wall of Voodoo Divynals May
29 Van Haien Scorpions Triumph Judas Priest Ozzy Osborne
Joe Walsh Motley Crue May 30 David Bowie Pretenders Stevie
Nicks John Cougar Missing Persons Quarter Flash U2 Berlin
June 4 Country Concert Willie Nelson Alabama Waylon
Jennings Hank Williams Jr Emmylou Harris Ricky Skaggs
Riders in the Sky Thrasher Brothers.
Rumor has it the Woz is still negotiating the Second
Coming. Seems Bill Graham is claiming territorial rights.
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Local bands battle for KSJO concert series
By Eric Gill
They were the best of the Bay eight
nightclub bands from the Bay Area performing for a diverse crowd of children,
teenagers and adults at Marriott’s Great
America last week.
The eight bands selected
Hush,
Chaser, Wildfire, Atlantis, Hot Ice, Phoe-

nix, The Kids, and Andy Just and the Defenders, all appeared on "KSJO’s Best of
the Bay" album, released last month
KSJO organized the week-long "Best
of the Bay Showcase" to help promote
local bands, and disc jockies from the San
Jose -based rock station agreed that it was
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a success.
Rod Wittaker of KSJO, who helped organize the Showcase at Marriott’s, said
the amusement park contacted the station
and asked them to put the event together.
The station decided to use the Showcase as
an opportunity to publicize the "Best of
the Bay" bands, and to select three of
them to perform at this summer’s second
annual "Summer Concert Series" at Marriott’s.
KSJO organized the event so that each
band would play three times over an eight day period. The last perfomance was Saturday with Chaser, Hush and Phoenix
playing a variety of their own songs, as
well as current hits from other bands.
Each performance was judged by a D.J.
from KSJO, and the three bands that reHush, Chaser
ceived the highest rating
were sleeted for the conand Wildfire
cert series. The bands will be opening for
major rock groups performing in the series.
"Today was just a showcase," KSJO
D.J. Ken Anthony said after Hush’s final
performance Saturday. "It gave people a
chance to see the bands they’ve been hearing on the radio."
Jim Seagull, another D.J. from KSJO,
said that after the "Best of the Bay"
album was released, the station gave the
local bands a lot of air play as part of the
contest. But the songs drew such a good
response from listeners, KSJO is now including many of the songs off the album in
its regular lineup.

"People are starting to request songs
from the album now that the bands are
getting publicity," Seagull said. "It’s
really exciting because even though we’re
giving them publicity, they’re making it
on their own."
The eight bands that appeared at Marriott’s last week were selected from some
475 local bands that entered the "Best of
the Bay" album contest, according to Seagul. The contest is part of the national
"Rock to Riches" competition being sponsored by Miller High Life.
Hush, the band that KSJO disc jockies
gave the highest rating, has been together
for seven years, and, according to lead vocalist Bob Berry, they have had difficulty
erasing their image as a band that never
quite made it to the top.
"Hush should have had a major recording contract," Anthony said, "but
that’s one of the great injustices of the
business."
Berry criticized some of the local promoters who have written Hush off, but he
said that he and the rest of the band members are very appreciative of KSJO for
helping them out.
"Radio stations are just too tight," he
said."But KSJO took the time to help local
bands."
He said he believed the showcase at
Marriott’s was quite successful because it
gave the bands exposure to a variety of
people of all ages.
"It was probably the best thing for
local bands since I’ve been playing"

COVER: Jan clarinetist and saxaphonist Anthony Braxton plays in the S.U. Balkoom for BO onlookers
March 24. Shown at left around the picture, are diagrams of original compositions by Braxton See
page 3 for story. Photo by Marian Schmidt. Art by Dana Chang.
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Anthony Braxton
genius goes (almost) unnoticed
By Craig Carter
A genius slipped
through SJSU a couple of
weeks ago, and, sadly,
almost nobody noticed.
Anthony Braxton, 36,
gave a superb improvosational solo concert
and lecture on campus on
March 24. He has left an
indelible mark on the jazz
and avant-garde for lack
of better labels) music
world by creating nearly 40
critically -acclaimed albums and winning numerous
Yet, at
music awards.
SJSU, the shy, quiet
Braxton shared his talents
with perhaps 80 people--at
most.
Sad, but geniuses have
always had a hard time
finding an audience.
A stage had been set up
for Braxton, but when he
saw the 25 or so people that
barely inhabited the S.U.
Ballroom, he had the sound
man move the mike down
to the front row. An intimate crowd would get an
intimate show.
No houselights went
down, and no spotlight
went up for Braxton’s
entrance. Simple applause
greeted him as he walked
up to the microphone,
alone, armed only with his
alto saxophone. No band
followed to back him.
Einsteinian
His
deshevelry--the unkempt
wad of afro plopped on his
head, the worn brown
polyester pants/shirt/sweater slouching on his soft
body, and the owls -eye
granny glasses, smacked
spaced -out
the
of
philosopher or scientist
who spends more time in
deep thought than he does
in any physical realities.
He bowed, a sort of
forced Huck-Finn-at-Sunday -School bend, actually.
Boyish. I could almost see
his mother behind him,
egging him on, scooting
him out on the stage for the
curtain call at the grade
school Christmas concert.
His eyes studied his own
eyebrows, the ceiling, the
lights, anything but the
applauding jazz fans. He
bit his lower lip and jerked
at the waist, staccato
bowing--just as much to
acknowledge the audience
as to make them stop.
I wondered if Braxton
anticipated an ordeal,
instead of a Concert.
Dumb thought.
The man is pure music

With eyes closed, he
puffed, strained, and
stretched his sax, visual
contortions that helped
force out the auditory
contortions he blew from
his sax. Bleats and Wats
blended with smooth notes;
syncopation ran over runs
which slid into accented
rhythms which slowed and
narrowed into pointed high
notes that would . .
just . . . stop. Peter out,
put a dog’s ears in agony.
But, as said before, few
experienced him.
Why?
Because
Anthony
Braxton is an artist who
uses music as a medium to
explore boundaries, a
laboratory
for experimentation. Many of his
compositions are entertaining, even riveting,
sometimes hypnotic, but
when you want to party
down, or want a soundtrack
to make love by, you’re
probably not gonna flip a
Braxton onto the turntable.
His music needs a
spotlight.
He gave some insightful reasons why
during his noon lecture in
the S.U. Umunhum Room
before his concert.
Western music, says
Braxton. has become an

entertainment, something
to dance to.
Here and
there, music is getting
recognized for its other
powers. It’s being used in
mental hospitals to calm
down mental patients, for
instance.
Braxton sees
music breaking out of the
entertainment bondage in
the future, expanding into
additional areas of exploration.
"It’s going to be an
exciting time," he said.
Part of the reason
Braxton’s music needs a
spotlight and doesn’t fit
into the audio equivalent of
Wallpaper, like so much
other music, is that, from
the beginning, Braxton
sees his compositions
before he ever hears them.
His scores look more
like schematics than the
traditional regimented
rests and notes.
This makes for very
flexible music, open to
more
artistic
interpretation than a standard score.
"They change every
time they’re played," he
said of his compositions.
"I think Bach and
Beethoven would be very
upset with the way music is
taught in the Universities
these days." Braxton said
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Anthony Braxton blows his sax for an appreciative audience of 80 in the S.L.I. Balkoom. Braxton, who
appeared at SJSU March 24, also gave a chess exhibition in the S.U. Games Area.
Its ’preserved, played
’exactly like it was.’ The
music loses its essence that
way.
"You know, those guys
(Bach, Beethoven, Mozart,
et. al.) were great improvisers."
Braxton is one of
today’s great improvisers,
which his making him one
of the impoverished in
America.
The Chicago-horn and

raised musician, who now
resides in Woodstock, N.Y.
with his wife and three
young children, said
"We’re in a very poor
period right now."
"Nikki (his wife)
wanted to come so badly
(to the Bay Area)," he
said, "but it just wasn’t
feasible.
He’s frustrated by his
lack of wealth, and its
indication of how many

people are hearing his
music, and his message
(he’d like to unite cultures
through music), but he
reconciles it.
"I’m not the only one
out there."
Anthony Braxton is not
the only genius out there,
but there are never enough
of them to go around for a
generation anyway.
It’s a pity he snuck past
SJSU so quietly.
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The Oscars

Daily predicts the movie winners
so,
By Carrie Hagen

Well, it’s that time of year again. The time when
young men’s minds turn to young women’s bodies and
vice versa. The time when there’s a song in the air, a skip
in your walk, and a lilt in your voice. (What?)
But it’s also a time for a large group of people to dress
up, make real stupid speeches thanking God and Aunt
Martha, and look like they’re having a wonderful time.
What time is it kids? It’s Oscar time!
Don’t waste your time worrying about the stars,
though. After all, we fans are the ones who have important things riding on the outcomes. Things like lunches,
five bucks, and public announcements of stupidity.
If you’re worried about how you bet, or if you want a
preview of the night’s happenings, we at the Spartan
Daily have decided to help you out.
The following is the result of the first annual Daily
movie poll, wherein the Daily staff has picked their favorites for the big night.
The big event is the announcement of the best picture
of the year. It comes at the end of the show, even though
by that time most people don’t even care any more. This
year’s nominees are "Gandhi," "Tootsie," "E.T.,"
"Missing," and "The Verdict." The shortest. titles in
Oscar histoy.
It’s also the hardest area to predict. The Daily choice
was made by one vote: "Tootsie." "E.T." was second.
Reporter’s note: whoever thinks "Tootsie" will win is an
alien.)
The Daily pick for Best Actor, on the other hand, was
a landslide: Dustin Hoffman. This choice shows the Daily’s affinity for short men who dress up like women. The
favorite among many critics, Paul Newman, was second.
The other nominees, Ben Kingsley, Jack Lemmon, and
Peter O’Toole, might as well stay home Monday.
Our Rest Actress pick was also a landslide: Meryl

Streep for "Sophie’s Choice." We might as well go along
with the critics on one vote. Reasons for the others not
being chosen? Julie Andrews: Mary Poppins doesn’t
dress like a man; Jessica Lange: who the heck even saw
"Frances?": Sissy Spacek: too many freckles; Debra
Winger: voice is too husky.
Our third landslide was for Best Supporting Actor:
Louis Gossett, Jr. for "An Officer and a Gentleman." Nobody could knock the you-know -what out of Richard Gere
better than he did in "Officer." John Lithgow, who played
a transsexual in "The World According to Garp," was
second (are we a bunch of sexual deviates or what?) The
other nominees aren’t worth the mention.
There was a tie in the Best Supporting Actress category. Our two choices were Ten Garr and Jessica Lange
for their work in "Tootsie." Those who voted for Garr either reconized her superior acting skills in an inferior role
or they thought she was Lange. Lange had the bigger role,
but looked like King Kong had just put her down on a
movie set. But don’t let me persuade you. You got two
names you make the decision.
Last, but certainly not least, we have Best Director.
The Daily choice: Steven Spielberg for his picture,
"E.T." (Or, if you prefer the longer title: "E.T. the Extraterrestrial and His Adventure on Earth.") It won by
two votes over Wolfgang Petersen for the direction of
"Das Boot" (some Daily staffers have to prove how intellectual they are.)
We are well aware of the fact that the Academy has
had a thing against little boys, outer space, and short ugly
critters that talk funny in the past. But they’ve gone
against America’s wishes too long. It cannot goon!
Anyway, those are our choices for the six big Oscar
categories. And if you don’t agree well, good luck, and
don’t bet too much money on it.

’Bad Boys’ hits hard with urban street realism
By Mike Betz
"Bad Boys" is a grim, hard-hitting,
realistic examination of juvenile correctional facilities and the youth offenders
held within the confines of a detention center.
The movie thrusts the audience into
the horrors of street violence gang
members get blown away by sawed-off
shotguns and handguns, their blood splattering against walls.
Blood appears to be the dominant factor in the movie it is used to enhance
several tense scenes.
In one fight scene, both actors look
like they’re wearing masks of blood.
Obviously, "Bad Boys" is not for the
squeamish moviegoer.
Aside from the bloodshed, however,
"Bad Boys" offers an intriguing character
study of survival in the urban street jungle
of Chicago and the youths who battle there
for self-identity.
The acting is top-notch and the eerie
background music grabs the audience
with a shivering sensation.
Sean Penn adds a new dimension to
his list of credits with his portrayal of
Mick O’Brien. "Bad Boys" proves that
Penn has great diversity as an actor.
Penn also played the clean-cut, conscience-ridden cadet in "Taps" and the
easy-going, laid-back student in "Fast
Times at Ridgemont High."
As the I6-year-old O’Brien, Penn

struggles to do his time at the facility so he
can return to his girl -friend, aptly played
by Ally Sheedy.
Eric Gurry, however, steals the show
as Horowitz, O’Briens cellmate. At first
Horowitz appears an outgoing wimp, but
the audience soon realizes just how dangerous an adversary he can become.
Gurry, who also played Al Pacino’s
oldest son in "Author, Author," skillfully
blends humor, sarcasm and ruthlessness
into his role as Horowitz. His straightfaced, deadpan humor gets the audience’s
attention and holds it.
Reni Santoni and Jim Moody add a
balance to the cast as supervisors. They
quickly let incoming inmates know that
they won’t take any crap from them.
Santoni’s previous acting experience
includes a starring role as Clint
Eastwood’s partner in "Dirty Harry."
Although the acting is first-rate, realism is the biggest thing "Bad Boys" has
going for it.
The Rainfod Juvenile Correctional
Facility in the film wreaks of realism.
In fact, 40 inmates of the St. Charles
Illinois Youth Center near Chicago were
added to the cast as extras. Two of the inmates wet...! even given small speaking
roles.
The movie is a little over two hours.
but the fast-paced nature of "Bad Boys"
makes the time fly by.

I. to Horowitz (Eric fluffy) watches helplessly as The Viking (Clancy Brown) lays down the law lo
juvenile hall newcomer Mick O’Brien (Sean Penn) with help from fellow toughie "Tweety" (Robert
Lee Rush) in "Bad Boys."
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A case of indecent exposure
‘Trenchcoat’ hasn’t a clue
By Carrie Hagen
(Note: The following review is to be
read in your best detective movie voiceover impersonation.)
It was a bright, breezy Sunday afternoon. I had a million better things to do
with my time, but I decided to catch a
flick.
I decided to check out "Trenchcoat." I
had heard a little about it. It had a nice
looking guy, a dippy dame, and best of all
it was all about crime. It sounded right up
my alley.
I couldn’t have been more wrong.
My first clue was the location: Malta.
The last movie I saw filmed in Malta was
"Popeye." Need I say more? Who would
go to Malta to film a comedy-crime flick?
More to the point, how am I supposed to
believe that the film’s heroine, an aspiring
detective writer, went to Malta to write
her first great book?
My second clue came twenty minutes
into the picture: my first laugh. I know
that if it takes that long to laugh during a
comedy, I got trouble.
The plot was right out of an old "Charlie’s Angels" rerun. It was all about mis-

taken identities, female impersonators,
and stolen plutonium. If you think that
sounds good, forget it. It was about as interesting as a dead trout.
Margot Kidder, who played the heroine, Mickey Raymond as in Spillane and
Chandler) was the best part of the show.
But that ain’t saying too much. She had a
few good scenes wandering around the
countryside after getting a dose of truth
serum. But the rest of the time she looked
like she was waiting for the Man of Steel to
sweep out of the sky and rescue her.
She needed help somewhere, and she
certainly wasn’t getting it from Robert
Hays, who played mystery man Terry
Leonard. Part of the time Hays looked like
an advertisement for Calvin Klein jeans.
The rest of the time he looked like the free
trip to Malta wasn’t worth the work.
The female impersonator was played
by Ronald Lacey. You may not know this
guy’s name, but if you’ve seen "Raiders of
the Lost Ark" you’ve seen his ugly mug.
He played the nasty Nazi Toht. Seeing this
guy in drag is enough to make you
swear off sex for a week. Straight out of a

Margot Kidder runs We a be of threatening stringers it "Truckee: this

one

played by Ronald

Lacey

nightmare.
What else can I say about the thing?
The rest of the cast stunk like two monthold bread. The direction was lousy, and
the story was about as easy to follow as the
yellow brick road.

Describing a character in her book,
Mickey wrote: "If you looked up stupid in
the dictionary you’d find his picture."
Well, if you looked up stupid, boring, and
not-worth-a -plug-nickel in my dictionary,
you’d find "Trenchcoat."

Best-selling book makes snoozer of a flick
By Mike Betz
Boring is the word that best describes "The Outsiders." Director Francis Ford Coppola takes S.E. Hinton’s
excellent novel and turns it into a slow -moving odyssey.
While the film only runs about 90 minutes it seems
like an eternity. The stunning suspense Coppola used in
"The Godfather" and "Apocalypse Now" is noticeably
missing.
Matt Dillon leads a fine cast of actors in this production, but acting alone doesn’t make a good movie.
The movie centers around the exploits of two gangs,
"The Greasers" and "The Socs."
"The Greasers" come from a low-income background, while "The Socs," short for socialites, come from
a higher economic bracket.
The movie contains a few suspenseful scenes, one
where three of the Greasers save some children from a
fire, another the rumble at the end of the movie, but it is
all too little too late.
The main character development centers around
three of the Greasers portrayed by Dillon, Ralph Macchio
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and C. Thomas Howell. The acting is certainly adequate
but not strong enough to carry the film.
Coppola got the idea for "The Outsiders" through a
letter he received from students at the Lone Star School in
Fresno. The school, which includes the first through the
eighth grades, sent Coppola a letter and a petition signed
by students requesting that "The Outsiders" be made into
a movie. The letter was written by librarian Jo Ellen Misakian, who organized the petition drive.
As a result of their efforts Coppola dedicated the film
to Misakian and the students of the Lone Star School. Unfortunately, the dedication at the end is one of the most interesti ngs parts of the picture.
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Prince ’makes out’ to music
By Samuel White
"Everybody get on the floor. What the hell did you
come here for? Girl it ain’t no use, you might as well get
loose. Shake your body like a whore’’.- Prince
Recording star Prince, regarded by many as the ruler
of rudeness, the master of mischief, and downright nasty
by others, stripped, shook and stroked his stuff in front of
a sold-out audience Friday night at the Oakland Coliseum.
He even played some music.
But being nasty seemed the order of the evening at the
concert. After all, the show opened with the original
"nasty girls," Vanity Six. And Vanity Six was definitely
ready for a "wild" night. The trio’s costumes consisted of
camisoles and stockings complete with garter belts.
Brenda, Vanity and Susan make up Vanity Six.
Brenda is 21. Vanity 19, and Susan, who loks anything but
innocent in her white camisole, is 16. From the beginning
of their performance to the end, the message in Vanity
Six’s revved-up music was clear to the mostly teen-aged
audience: Sex, sex and more sex!
While performing their biggest hit to date, "Nasty
Girl," lead vocalist Vanity screamed, "It’s been a long
time since I had a man that did it real good. So if you’re
not scared, take it out. I’ll do it like a real live nasty girl
should!"
Their lyrics were rather frank and to the point (to say
the least), but that only served to propel the already wild
audience to higher heights. Each song added fuel to the
fire, from "Wet Dream" to "Drive Me Wild."
And if you thought you were cool, the second group of
performers that night have cornered the market on being
"cool". The Time, featuring lead vocalist Morris Day,
bestowed a little "cool-ness" upon the audience.
Morris Day, who sported a gold sequined jacket and a
hairstyle that looked like Vidal did it himself, prides
himself on being the ultimate "cool" person. Not once
during the Time’s performance did he fail to display this.
While singing, he occasionally (every three minutes or so)
extracted a comb from his breast pocket. Upon seeing
this, a band member would run up to Day with a mirror
(standard wall size), allowing Day to properly groom
himself. Other band members would systematically wipe
Days’ forehead with hankerchiefs before tossing them out
into the waiting audience. Now is that cool or what’?
When the Time performed its biggest hit of last year,
"Cool", the audience really "got into it." Whenever the
group sang the chorus, members of the audience spelled
out the word "cool" with their hands. During the performance. Day claimed that he was "born cool, has ladies
by the dozens, money by the tons, and wears baggie pants
because ’Romal’ an assumed part of the male anatomy)
likes his freedom." Whatever the case, the audience loved
the Time.
And then it was time to bring out the man we had all
been waiting for. The man who caused almost every
person in the audience to arrive with a handkerchief tied
loosely around his or her neck, wearing leather pants or a
reasonable facsimile. You can’t be a real fan if you’re not
going to dress the part, right?
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"Oakland Coliseum, are you ready for Prince?!"
asked an unknown voice on the microphone. "YES!!"
roared the audience, myself included. The audience was
ready for the man who would make Vanity and Morris
Day look like Donny and Marie ( you remember them,
don’t you?).
What makes Prince so unique is the fact that he will
say and do anything onstage. Sporting a lavender overcoat, baggie pants, handkerchief, an electric guitar and a
hairstyle reminiscent of a ’50s ducktail, Prince emerged
on stage aboard a hydraulic platform.
While singing "D.M.S.R." (dance, music, sex,
romance), Prince descended down a makeshift fireman’s
pole from the platform onto the stage, yelling to his
thousands of fans "Everybody loosen up. Never mind
your friends, girl it ain’t no sin, to strip right down to your
underwear!" And that was the mild stuff! True Prince
fans knew the worst was yet to come.
He performed a few of his biggest hits, including
"Controversy," "Let’s Work" and "Do Me." He also did a
few from his latest release, "1999," including "1999,"
"Little Red Corvette," "D.M.S.R.," and "Lady Cab
Driver."
His graphic sexual displays and philosophical lyrics
make Prince the success that he is. In his hit "Sexuality,"
Prince advises parents not to let their children watch TV
before they learn how to read, or else "all they’ll know
how to do is curse, fight and breed!"
At one point during his performance, which consisted
largely of a mix of rock and soul music, a brass bed
emerged on the platform and Prince proceeded to "act
out" sexual intercourse. The band and special lighting
effects provided the necessary "realism." When Prince
reached his supposed "climax," the lights flickered
slowly in a rather obscene way. Needless to say, the
audience loved it.
I know that Prince comes from Minnesota, but that’s
about all I know, since he refuses interviews of any kind.
You wonder how a state like Minnesota could produce
such an outlandish peformer as Prince?
Well Prince sums it all up in "D.M.S.R," saying "I
don’t wanna be a poet, cause I don’t wanna blow it. I don’t
care to win awards. All I wanna do is dance, play music,
sex, romance. And try my best to never get bored!"

Bow Wow Wow loses its bite
- By David Reznicek
Bow Wow Wow tries to
bark its way into respectability on its latest release,
"When The Going Gets
Tough the Tough Get
Going."
Instead, the group
ends up "Blondie-izing" its
vocal sound, and loses the
breathless albeit contrived
urgency found in their
debut offerings.
There’s nothing nearly
as offensive or erotic as
"Sexy Eiffel Towers," and,
nothing
unfortunately,

AA

quite so arresting as
"Louis Quatorze " both
were standout cuts from
their first album.
Singer Annabella Lwin
no longer plays the sultry
vulnerable sex goddess
role, trading in her breathless, moaning siren for a
more technically proficient
album -oriented rock croon.
She’s a decent singer. Big
deal. There are plenty of
O.K. singers around. Instead of passion we get a

I he Burger House
cEATuBiNG THE BEST OLD
S’-’ON HAM0...19(1EAS & HOMEMADE
WRIES IN SAN JOSE

Open Mon -Sat 7 am 8 pm
Sunday 10 am 6 pm

,OR ORDERS To Go CAL,

CHAU’S
CHINESE BUFFET

The one i.nd only Prince plays to a riotous crowd at the Oakland
Coliseum Friday. Also featured in the show were Vanity Six and
the Time.

3138 E SANTA CLARA
SAN POSE CL.."

292 2882

AT BH
95113

ST

minor league Benatar.
This album’s attempts
at eroticism come off as
patently
premeditated.
Hell, the Scorpions write
better crotch rock than
this. And that’s not saying
much.
But it’s not a total loss.
"Aphrodisiac" sounds pretty good on the radio, and
the rest of the songs are absolutely guaranteed to get
dancers jungle-boogeying
and gyro-sweating.
It’s just that they all
sound the same. The big
drum beat can turn into a
big headache. Bow Wow
Wow is definitely not good
background conversation
music. Enjoying these
tunes requires a certain
physical effort on the listener’s part.
Songs such as "Quiver
(Arrows in My)" and "Do
You Wanna Hold Me?"

sound great on the dance
floor (or bedroom floor),
but seem merely incessant
and tedious when being
heard at the dinner table.
Bow Wow Wow sounds
like a female Adam Ant,
though this album is not
nearly as much fun as
Adam’s best.
Lwin should go back to
the hard-edged and provocative vocals. Granted,
when the group started she
was only IS. Her voice was
not much more than a controlled whine. Now, at 17,
her voice has taken on a
Deborah Harry tonality,
turning the group into a tribal version of Abba.
Bow Wow Wow needs
to sound raw to pull off it’s
raunchy lyrical posings.
This album hedges on this
committment, and ends up
taming itself into bland
submission.
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CitySights
BY Larry HOOP!

Marriott’s Great America

The Edge, the latest hairraising ride at Marriott’s Great America
amusement park, takes people straight up 131 feet and then drops
them straight down.

The weather is turning and outdoor activities are
starting to look a lot better than they did last month.
But if the beaches or baseball aren’t your thing,
maybe Marriott’s Great America is.
Sure, it has rides for the kiddies, but if you think
that’s all they have think again.
The park’s newest ride, the Edge, will open for the
first time Memorial Day weekend. The Edge takes riders
up a 131 -foot tower, holds them for 10 seconds and drops
them off "the edge," allowing them to fall at speeds of
more than 55 miles per hour in less than two seconds. Although the ride has not opened at Marriott’s, riders at
other parks have called similar rides "among the scariest." I give it a weak ’9 on the scare-scale definitely
not kiddie stuff.
The Demon, the Tidal Wave and Willard’s Whizzer
are the theme park’s three roller coasters, none of which
are kiddie-stuff.
The Demon takes its captives through two loops, one
right after the other, into tunnels, past a waterfall and
through a corkscrew that turns the riders upside-down
more than once. If the screams of the riders are any measure of the Demon’s scariness, it rates among the top in
that category at the park. It gets a ’7’ on the scare-scale.
Expect to wait in line for up to an hour for this one,
though.
The Tidal Wave is like a short Demon, but on a grander scale. It drops riders down through a giant loop, also
turning them upside-down. It then hangs them in the air

and drops them through the whole thing backwards. It is a
short ride, less than 10 seconds, but it reaches speeds of
up to 60 miles per hour and is probably one of the quickest,
biggest thrills in any amusement park. Try it without
holding on it makes it a lot more exciting. The Tidal
Wave gets a ’9’ on the scare-scale, only because it is too
short. If it were longer, it would get a ’IC Also expect a
long wait in line for this ride.
Willard’s Whizzer, although the smallest of the roller
coasters, is not without its thrills. The ride is longer than
the other two coasters and although it doesn’t turn riders
upside-down, it provides enough twists, drops and turns to
keep the screams coming. It gets a ’6’ on the scare-scale,
but it is still worth the time. The wait is long, but nowhere
near as long as the wait for the Demon or the Tidal Wave.
Marriot’s has more to offer than rides, though.
The park has two live stage shows, two giant-screen
movies and a dolphin and exotic bird show.
"Salute to the Stars," in the Grand Music Hall, is a
Las Vegas-style stage show with many "celebrity acts."
The Great America players do imitations of such stars as
Elvis Presley, Judy Garland and The Blues Brothers.
"Bugs Bunny’s Las Vegas Revue," in the Theatre
Royale, is a nightclub-show spoof with Bugs and all of his
friends. O.K., so maybe it is a little kiddie-oriented.
The shows are presented at various times throughout
the day and, since they are very popular, Marriott’s officials recommend arriving 15 to 20 minutes early. Admission to the shows is included in the park admission price.
The summer concert series will be expanded this
year to run from Memorial Day weekend through Labor
Day weekend. Although the schedule has not been finalized, park officials say the season should be better
than last year’s, which included such stars as Eddie
Money and John Cougar.
Admission to the park is $11.95 for adults, $7.75 for
those 55 and older and free for those under three. A season
pass, good for the whole year, sells for $29.95. For tickets,
call 988-2464.

liter4te1re
SJSU’s answer to Richard Simmons
By Denice Chambers
Len Kravitz, SJSU
graduate and former instructor, is preaching the
gospel of exercise. Kravitz,
along with theater arts instructor Susan Hargrave,
# has produced and co-written an exercise tape and instruction booklet.
Kravitz’s exercise enthusiasm sprouted from
his master’s degree in
human performance and
his present job as an exercise instructor at Los
Gatos Athletic Club.
In the beginning, he
said, he and Hargrave
bought every exercise record on the market.
"We bought everything from Richard Simmons to Jane Fonda. We
then spread them all out
and evaluated them from
the point of text and the
music. As far as the text
was concerned, they were
incomplete, kinda just
whipped together."
Kravitz feels there are
many flaws with the programs already on the market. In his evaluation he
looked closely for these errors, and tried to include
everything that was missing from the others into his
Look Alive" program.
Kravitz’s program in’ dudes the introduction on

what physical fitness is
and what it can do for you,
followed by tips on exercising and diet, what exercises you should avoid, and
a special section on how to
alleviate back pain.
One of the biggest
problems on the other programs is the lack of simplicity, Kravitz said.
"Some have whole paragraphs about one little
move, and when you’re
exercising you don’t want
to read a whole paragraph," said Kravitz.
Another problem Kravitz attempts to remedy is
the music. He feels when
the instructors use pop
music for the background,
the listener will become
tired of hearing it, because
it is played on the radio as
well. The music for "Look
Alive" is an original score
composed by SJSU music
instructor Allen Strange
and threatcr arts instructor Robert Jenkins. Kravitz said they spent hours
in the studio.
"We had produced and
recorded the whole thing
and then we decided we
could do a better job, so we
re-did it."
Another problem with
the other programs, Kravitz said, was that the peo-

The routine is designed
ple on the tapes talk too
much, and the music can’t as a supplement to an alKraready -ongoing
be heard. On the tape
exercise
vitz does very little talking, program, although a beginthe
of
help
ner
could do it. Kravitz recbut with the
booklet it is easy to follow. ommended taking it at
Kravitz’s
to
"your
own pace."
addition
In
The putting-together
minimal speaking, the
was the hardest part, Kramusic has no singing.
The
music
itself vitz said.
a anges from a Latin-sound"The legalities are treing tune to country to a pop mendous. Everything has
sound. Kravitz said with to be just so. If I do anthe music and the exer- other, I wouldn’t want to be
cises combined, the lis- the publisher again."
tener gets a "complete
Kravitz said he funded
the project through "myworkout."

%MOM
self and Bank of America.
They
were
generous
enough to give me a highinterest loan."
Kravitz’s life hasn’t
changed much since the release of "Look Alive." He
was told, "You’re never
the same. It has moved you
into another stage of life’s
growth."
This profound thought

was from his accountant.
He said he had a tremendous amount of perserverance, so he knows he
will make it.
The "Look Alive" program, which includes a
tape and fully illustrated
booklet, is available at the
Spartan Bookstore for
$8.50.

IAANGPS

LAL

Mandarin 8s Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch 8s Dinner
Food To Go

RAVIOLI, GNOCCHI
(RICOTTA CHEESE DUMPLINGS)
AND ITALIAN SAUSAGE
Enjoy our Beautifully Served and
Sensibly Priced Italian Food
Today!

CHINESE RESTAURANT

131

E. JACKSON ST.
294-3303 or 998-9427

6 Blocks North of
Santa Clara St
Between 3rd as 4th

& LUIGI’S PIZZERIA

FAMOUS FOR HOMEMADE

297-1136
347 S. 1st Street (Across from Camera I)
4 blocks from the cam us
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The Santa Clara County District
Attorney’s Office filed a complaint
against Anderson after reviewing a

Sammy Hagar, Night
Ranger -- 8 p.m. Fri-Sat,
Cow Palace, Daly City.
Joan Baez - "There But
film
Fortune,"
for
screening and concert, 7:30
and 10 p.m. Sat, New
Varsity Theater, 456
University Ave., Palo Alto,
Newton -Wayne
p.m. Fri, 7 and 10:30
Sat, 4 and 7:30 p.m.
Circle Star Theater,
Industrial Road,
Carlos.

8:30
p.m.
Sun.
1717
San

San Jose Symphony Orchestra -- conducted by
George Cleve -- survey of
Wagner’s "Ring" with
Scott Beach, narrator. 8:30
p.m. Fri -Sal, San Jose
Center for the Performing
Arts.
Music Medium Rare -5:45 p.m. today. commuter concert series -lesser-known works by
famous composers, performed by San Jose
musicians, SJSU Student
Union Umunhum Room.

B.B. King briigs Lucille and he own imrtable style of blues to San
Jose’s Saddle Rack nightclub Sunday, with shows at land 10 p.m,
(tickets are $13 advance, S9 the day of the show) Ray Charles and
Weather Report will also appear at the Rack as part of its
blueslian week Charles will grve shows Monday at 7 and 9:30
p.m. 1$1591 and Weather Report will appear Wednesday at 7 and
10 p.m. ($10-511) The Saddle Rack is at 1310 Auzera’s Avenue
1286-33931.

Campbell "U" Save Liquors

Cigarettes
plus tax

Cartons
$6.90
$7.09

Packs
.84C
.84C

Kings
100’s

mit
Rosicrucian
Egyptian
Museum -- Rosicrucian
Park, Park and Naglee -Paintings by Barbara
Conley and Charlotte
Dunn. through May 1.
Reception 1:30-4:30 p.m.
Sun.
Triton Museum of Art -1505 Warburton Ave.,
Santa Clara -- "Ketubbot:
Jewish Marriage Con"Inside
and
tracts"
Bodie," color photographs.
through April 24.
San Jose Institute of
Contemporary Art --377 S.
First St -- Works by
Emerson Woelffer and
Kanemitsu, through May 7.
Reception 6-8 p m Fri

PI, 17

.tpcnosteir
’1.1" 14ty

MARC:ARITA

(408)378-8620

dent John "Tony" Anderson on suspicion of embezzling AS. funds.
By 5 p.m. Thursday, Anderson
had not been arrested.

1575 Winchester Blvd.

San Jose Museum of Art 110 S. Market St. -- P.H.
Polk: photographs in
celebration of Black
History month, through
Sun. Paintings by Mary
Ann Rose, through April 20.
Large-scale paintings by
Hassel Smith, through
April 24. Paintings by
Yukako Okudaira and
Cheryl Doering, through
I.
Sculptors’
May
drawings, 50 works on
paper, Sat through May 22.
San Jose Art Center (San Jose Art League )482
S. Second St. -- "San Jose
Glass," a glass exhibition;
watercolors by Patricia
Hunter and photographs by
Lynn Beldner, through
May 3. Reception 6-8 p.m.
Fri. Rental Gallery -- 31
W. San Fernando St. -Watercolors by Margaret
O’Keefe, wood sculpture by
Lorenz Wittman and
ceramics by Kathleen
Hendig, through May.
San Jose City College Art
Gallery -- 2100 Moorpark
Ave. -- Paintings by Victor
Bagno, through April 15.
Union Gallery -- SJSU
Student Union - Drawings
by Jay Sagen and ceramic
vessels by Darrell Gray,
through April IS.
SJSU Art Department
Galleries - "Southern (’alifornia Photographers."
through April 29.

Morning’s at Seven -American Conservator
Theater, Geary Theate.,
415 Geary St., San Francisco -- 8 p.m. today and
2:30 p.m. Sat ( 415-6736440). Ends April 16.
The Great White Hope TheaterWorks,
Lucie
Stern Center, 1305 Middlefield Road, Palo Alto -8 p.m. Fri -Sat, through
April 16. $648 ( 415-3292623 )
H.M.S. Pinafore - Gilbert
and Sullivan Society of San
Jose,
Montgomery
Theater, San Carlos and
Market streets -- 8 p.m.
Sat, 2:30 p.m. Sun, through
April 23.67.50 ( 739-3438).
Dance Theater ’83 -- SJSU
theater
arts
dept. -annual showcase for
department choreographers and dancers
five
premieres among the 12
works in concert, modern
ballet, modern dance.
classical jazz, "Mobalja,"
and baroque: including
dancers
from
the
University Dance Theater,
Danceworks, The King’s
Dancers. Bobbie Wynn and
Company. Zohar, and the
New Dance Company of
San Jose, also individual
performances by SJSU
dance students. M p.m. ThuSat, University Theater,
Ilugh Gillis liall.$4-$5 127727771.

Murder at Howard
Johnson’s -- 8:30 p.m. Fri,
King Dodo Playhouse, 176
E. Fremont Ave., Sun(?86.6060 ).The
ny, ale
Holdup - American Conservatory Theater, Geary
Theater. 415 Geary St., San
Francisco -- 8 p.m. today,
2:30 p.m. Sat, 8 p.m. Wed,
through May 7. $6414 1415(73-8440)

Every red-blooded
American has some
domestic Russian vodka
on hand. Mix it with
La Paz Margarita
Mix and have
some domestic
Russian Margaritas
on hand!

Rocking fl

clok
Keystone Palo Alto -- 260
California Ave., Palo Alto
(415-324-1402) -- Fri: Marvin Lee and Ten Years
Later, Mark Castro Band,
Hy ts. Sat: Chambers
Brothers, Sun: Culture.
Saint Claire Hilton -Market and San Carlos
streets (295-2000) -- Today: pianist Alex Silva.
Oradus (classical guitar
and harp). Fri: Silva,
Major Link (jazz). Sat:
Dave Fredericks.
Country Store - 157 W. El
Camino Real, Sunnyvale
(736-0921) -- Fri-Sat: Chaser.
The I.ast I.augh (formerly
Just for Laughs) - 29 N.
San Pedro St. ( 287LAFF) -- Today-Sun: Dave Coulier.
Laundry Works -- 87 N.
San Pedro St. 292-1222) -through Sat:
Today
Atlantis.
Saddle Rack -- 1310
Auzerais Ave. (286-3393) -Sun: B.B. King. Mon: Ray
Charles plus Tracy Nelson.
Wed: Weather Report.

Aoter
The Orphans -- TheaterWest -- 8 p.m. Fri -Sat, 2
p.m. March 27, 50
University Ave.,- Los Gatos
395-5434). Ends April 9.

"Genocide" -- 1982 Academy Award winner for Best
Documentary -- 7 p.m.
Sun, with a speaker from
the Simon Weisentha 1
center after, Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Part of the
A.S. Program Board’s
-Holocaust Week" series.

Bonnie
es and the Wild
Combo. Paul Collins Beat 7 p.m. Fri, Morris Dailey
Auditorium, SJSI...
"Animal House" - 7 and
10 p.m. Wed, Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Greeks 2 for 1
with letters.
Pink Floyd’s "The Wall" -7 and 10 p.m. today,
Morris Dailey Auditorium.

The Tower Saloon -- 163W
San Carlos St. ( 295-2430) -Today: Paul Durket)
Band. Fri: Broadway Blue
Band. Sat: The Chris Caine
Band. Sun: open -mike
talent, comedy contest
Niles Station -- 37501 Niles
Blvd., Fremont ( 415-7947797 ) -- Today: Renegade.
Fri: Laser Boy. Sat:
Legend,

Irk, Spring Cleaning Time’
al

ASTOR’S AUTO WASH
It’s Spring Cleaning Time!
wash, wax, vacuum your car nos.
COIN OPERATED. OPEN 24 HOt RS
In San Jose:

732S. First St.
near Virginia

84,4 Lincoln Ave.

(corner of Lonus St.)

Delta Zeta’s president Barbara Brodaskl

Hundrec

By Keith Hodgin
Hundreds of thousands of peopl
canisters since the California Legii
possession of tear gas by private citi
More than half a million people
California during the past four year
SJSU.
California state law says any(
must be certified through a state Jui
The next SJSU class, offered th
cation, will be held at 9:30 a.m. torn’

